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FOREWORD


This report was produced by Northrop Aerosciences Research under NASA 
Contract No. NAS4-2499 to Dryden Flight Research Center with the guidance of NASA 
Technical Monitor Mr. F. Olinger. Volume 1, contained herein, represents a con­
solidation of considerable effort in a number of diverse disciplines. The authors 
would particularly like to acknowledge the contributions of Northrop personnel 
S. Radinsky, J.H. Wells, and R. Kubow of Structures Advanced Design, W.E. Nelson 
of Controls Research, and E. Skulick and D. Johnson of Pricing. 
Recognition is also due W.H. Wooten of General Electric Co, Cincinnati, Ohio 
for the extensive analysis and information provided with regard to YJi01 engine rmod!­
fication and program cost estimates. 
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SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the feasibility of incorporating the 
G. E. ADEN 2-D vectoring nozzle design on the YF-17 fighter in order to provide a 
manned flight demonstrator of 2-D nozzle technology. In support of this objective, the 
study examines the system design modifications required, assesses the expected per­
formance and IR/RCS vulnerability of the modified aircraft, and provides estimates of 
the overall program cost. Results indicate the program is feasible and can be accom­
plished at reasonable cost and low risk. 
The YF-17 YJ101 engines and aft structure would be modified to integrate ADEN 
nozzles with a thrust vectoring flap deflection range of 100 up to 200 down. This modi­
fication would increase the aircraft weight 600kg (1325 lbs), or about 5%fully fueled. 
An additional modification to addcanards just below the canopy requires removal of 
the forward fuel cell, which offsets the increased weight of the ADEN installation. 
As a result, no net weight penalty is in curred for the canard-configured YF-17/ADEN; 
however, fuel capacity is diminished. IA thrust reverser concept was also defined as 
a desirable added capability. 
Modifications to the pitch control system were defined to provide the capability 
for direct lift, aircraft pointing, negative static margin, and enhanced deceleration. 
The integrity of the modified system was verified for all modes of operation on the 
Northrop flight simulator. Results are included in the study. 
Analysis showed unvectored thrust-minus-drag improvements to be minimal, 
with YF-17 baseline performance penalized for increased weight of the ADEN install­
ation and trim drag of the canard. Vectored thrust performance, however, showed 
some potential benefits in direct lift, aircraft pointing, handling at low dynamic pres­
sure, and takeoff/landing ground roll, indicating that vectored thrust operation probably 
offers the most fruitful area for flight research. Inclusion of the reverser would offer 
significant additional dividends in combat maneuvering and landing performance. 
Full scale development, testing, and aircraft modification can be accomplished 
in 27 months, culminating in a 12 month flight test program at NASA Dryden. Cost of 
the program is estimated to be 15. 9 million dollars for the canard-configured version 
and 13. 2 million dollars for the version without canard. It is recommended that the 
program be pursued to develop experience in the implementation of 2-D nozzle tech­
nology, and for the opportunity to evaluate that technology on a full scale manned 
fighter aircraft. The canard-configured version is recommended as the configuration 
to be implemented as it offers the greatest potential technical yieid. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The intent of this study is to demonstrate the feasibility of developing an inex­
pensive near-term flight demonstrator for 2-1) vectoring nozzle technology through 
modification of a YF-17 to incorporate General Electric (G. E. ) ADEN nozzles. Pre­
sented herein are the design modifications required to integrate the ADEN with the 
YF-17 airframe, estimates of the potential system performance, and the program plan 
and cost for follow-on model testing, full-scale design development, fabrication and 
flight test support. 
The application of 2-D nozzle technology to fighter design has been a subject of 
intense interest in recent years, as it appears to offer a number of potential advantages: 
increased survivability through reduced IR and RCS signatures, thrust-minus-drag im­
provement due to more favorable nozzle/airframe integration, and the expanded air­
craft maneuvering capability offered by thrust vectoring and reversing. These benefits 
have been predicted as a result of numerous model test efforts and analytical studies; 
however, full-scale flight verification of these predictions has yet to be accomplished, 
and presents itself as a logical next step in the development of 2-D nozzle technology. 
The YF-17/ADEN integration, shown conceptually in Figure 1, offers a timely 
and comparatively inexpensive means of demonstrating 2-D nozzle feasibility in that it 
utilizes a currently available high performance fighter that can be modified with relative 
ease to accept the ADEN, an existing and proven 2-D nozzle in a notably advanced state 
of development. Both Northrop and G. E. have invested considerable effort in 2-1) 
nozzle development programs that have yielded results directly applicable to the defi­
nition of the modifications required to accomplish the integration of the ADEN with the 
YF-17. Under contracts to the Navy reaching back to 1972, GE has developed the 
ADEN concept to the point where a full scale version of the nozzle has been built, and, 
in 1976, tested in combination with the YF-17 YJ1O powerplant (Reference 1). As a 
result, the viability of the engine/nozzle combination has been established and valuable 
information developed on ADEN internal performance, cooling requirements, and 
actuation loads. 
1 
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FIGURE 1. YF-17/ADEN 2-D NOZZLE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR CONCEPT 
During the above-mentioned testing, data was also taken to determine the 
infrared (IR) emission levels of the ADEN during operation of the YJTO1. These data 
were expanded by further testing during 1978 at Navy facilities in Lakehurst, N. J. 
(Reference 2). G. E. has also defined ADEN radar cross section (RCS) characteristics 
through testing of a 1/4-scale ADEN model (Reference 3). A data base has thus been 
developed for the prediction of the YF-17/ADEN survivability characteristics against 
current and future threat missiles. It is presented in Volume fI of this report 
(classified Secret) entitled "YF-17/ADEN IR/RCS Characteristics." 
Northrop interest in the application of 2-D nozzle technology to the YF-17 led to 
investigations of the canard concept as a means of trimming the pitching moment 
produced when the exhaust jet is vectored. In 1977, Northrop model-tested a number 
of possible approaches to canard location and mounting which resulted in selection of 
the final "shoulder" location (Reference 4). This configuration was aerodynamically 
refined, and canard planform and sizing information developed in further model test­
ing at NASA Langley in 1977 (Reference 5). 
In later stages of the YF-17/ADEN concept development, the opportunity arose 
to test the ADEN on a 0. 10 scale model of the F-18 (for which the YF-17 is the proto­
type) as part of an investigation of non-axisymmetric nozzle concepts under joint 
NASA/NAVYk/Northrop/GE/Boeing contract NASA 4-2499. After Northrop/GE dis­
cussion on how to most favorably blend the ADEN external contours with the F-18 
afterbody, the resulting integration was then tested at NASA Langley. With the jet 
exhaust simulated by high pressure internal air supply, the scaled F-18/AbEN inte­
gration was investigated over a range of representative flight conditions at both un­
vectored and vectored nozzle settings. The results of this test provided the basis for 
the flight performance and analysis section of this report. Documentation of the test 
is provided in Reference 6. 
A firm foundation has thus been laid for the definition of a full scale YF-17/ 
ADEN 2-D technology research vehicle.- This report represents Northrop/G. E. 
efforts to provide that definition in sufficient depth to allow a confident assessment 
of the cost for the proposed modification plan. The study was performed in five 
tasks: 
Task 1: Configuration Design 
Task 2: Control System Design 
Task 3: IR/RCS Suppression Analysis 
Task 4: Flight Demonstration Technology Assessment 
S 
Task 5: Program Plan and Cost Estimate for Design, Fabrication, and Flight 
Test 
The report is organized along similar lines except that the classified results -of 
Task 3 are presented separately in the aforementioned Volume II to allow ease of 
handling of Volume I. Consequently, the results of Task 4 are presented in Section 3 
of this volume, and the results of Task 5 in Section 4. 
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1. CONFIGURATION DESIGN MODIFICATIONS 
1. 1 Concept Development 
This section provides a general review of major factors influencing the develop­
ment of the final YF-17/ADEN concept, including applicable previous testing on ADEN 
and on YF-17 modification for non-aidsymmetric nozzles and canards, design decisions 
aimed at producing an optimum combination of ADEN with the YF-17, and definition of 
various flight performance guidelines to allow effective demonstration of 2-D nozzle 
capability. Design modifications are discussed more fully in following sections. Fig­
ure 2 provides a three-view drawing of the final proposed modification. 
Program Goals. The YF-17/ADEN full-scale modification and flight test pro­
gram has been designed to accomplish the following: 
* 	 Demonstration of the feasibility of design, fabrication, and operation of a 
full-scale non-axisymmetric-nozzle-equipped high performance fighter. 
" Verification of the integrity of the system during flight operation. 
* 	 Definition of the effects of the non-axisymmetric integration on unvectored 
cruise aircraft performance. 
* 	 Identification of the steady state performance and aircraft maneuvering 
capability available in the vectored thrust mode throughout the attainable 
YF-17/ADEN flight envelope. 
* 	 Establishment of the in-flight IR/RCS characteristics of the YF-17/ADEN. 
* 	 Application of thrust vectoring to develop short takeoff and landing capability. 
* 	 Investigation of the maneuvering and STOL potential of a thrust reverser 
(optional). 
Flight Maneuver Modes. Four control modes were selected to demonstrate 
maneuvering capability on the YF-17 with canards available to trim vectored 
thrust-induced pitching moments. The first "normal" mode covers all vehicle oper­
ation with active canard but without vectored thrust. The second "lift" mode balances 
lift forces on the canard, horizontal tail, and vertical component of vectored thrust, 
such that the pitching moments from these forces cancel each other but result in com­
bined positive lift. The third "pointing" mode uses pitching moments from the same 
5 
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FIGURE 2. 3-VIEW OF YF-17/ADEN WITH CANARDS 
three sources to rotate the aircraft to a different trimmed state about its center-of­
gravity while cancelling excess lift developed in the process. The fourth "decel" 
mode will use negative horizontal tail deflection to cancel the vertical deflected thrust 
component, producing a deceleration force from the bombined effects of horizontal 
tail drag and diminished thrust along the x-axis due to vectoring. If the canard is not 
present, the lift mode will not be available and versatility in the normal and pointing 
modes will be diminished. 
Thrust Vectoring Capability. Vectoring capabilities of the YF-17/ADEN will be 
demonstrated by mechanically deflecting the ADEN upper flap, or VEER (Variable 
Exhaust Expansion Ramp) - 100 (upward) and +200 (downward). The -100 upward limit 
is dictated by anticipated onset of separation of the deflected exhaust on the VEER. 
The +200 downward limit represents the approximate value at which nozzle performance 
begins to fall off rapidly with thrust vector angle. The full 30' range will be available 
for both dry and afterburning power settings. 
The full-scale YJ1Q1/ADEN demonstrated at Peebles utilized a rotating hood 
capable of deflecting thrust up to 1100 from the 0* deflection axis in order to provide 
vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) capability. As the YF-17 is not designed to utilize 
vectored thrust for VTOL, this feature will be eliminated on the YF-17/ADEN; signifi­
cant simplifications to the ADEN cooling and actuation systems, as well as to the aft 
fuselage external fairings, are possible as a result. 
Design Constraints. 
* 	 Engine/Airframe Loads: The engine case will be designed to withstand 
loads of +10 and -'3 g. This provides margin over the YF-17 design maxi­
mum g loads of +7.33 and -3 g. 
* 	 Nozzle Actuation Rates: The VEER actuation rate selected is 20°/sec, the 
same rate used for the A8 control flap, and the rate which proved to be 
successful on the YJ101 round nozzle. The 20°/sec speed matches favorably 
with the 15°/sec YF-17 flap actuation rate. 
* 	 YF-17 Fuselage Modification Limits: In order to preserve the YF-17 hori­
zontal tail actuation system and to minimize the area modified on the aft 
aircraft structure, design changes are restricted to the area rearward of 
FS 652.25. 
Engine Mount System. The engine mounting system is an important engine/ 
airframe interface which provides the means of transmitting engine thrust and 
7 
maneuver loads from the engine to the airframe structure. With the existing YF-17/ 
YJ101 mounting system, vectored thrust operations would introduce a large bending 
moment into the engine casing due to the location of the vertical thrust-component -in 
relation to the engine mounts. A bending moment of sufficient magnitude could result 
in ovalization of the thin-walled outer ducts which in turn will adversely affect engine 
clearances in the turbine and compressor. Therefore,. for the YF-17/ADEN, the mount­
ing system is revised to reduce this bending moment by relocating the top rear center­
mount to a position further aft. 
ADEN Installation in the YF-17. When installed in the YF-17, the ADEN will be 
oriented such that its original centerline is cantedrexit-in 2', and rotated exit-down 60. 
The 2' inward cant minimizes base area between the two ADENs, at negligible thrust 
°
loss. The 6 downward cant orients the ADEN hardware envelope to provide the best' 
external aft fuselage closure contours. The ADEN thrust axis is readjusted to 0* 
through rescheduling of the VEER and A8 actuation. 
Thrust Reverser Concept. It is felt that the availability of in-flight thrust re­
versing capability would greatly enhance the opportunity for investigation of maneu­
vering options with the YF-17/ADEN. With this inmind, G.E. has identified a block­
and-turn reverser concept which could be developed and integrated with the YF-17/ 
ADEN. Details of the concept will be discussed in section 1. 3. 
Canard Development Program. In the event that a decision is made in favor of 
the canard approach for the YF-17/ADEN, the canard will be "shoulder-mounted" as 
shown in Figure 1 with a planform of 5.37 meter 2 (57.8 sq. ft.) exposed area. The 
original YF-17 LEX will be removed to eliminate aerodynamic and mechanical inter­
ference with the canard and replaced with a wing root fairing. As the original LEX 
includes an integral ECS intake, its removal requires a new separate ECS scoop intake. 
The canard installation shown in Figure 2 represents considerable investigation 
on the part of Northrop into the feasibility of integrating a canard with the basic YF-17 
design as a means of trimming vectored 2-D nozzle thrust. Figure 3 presents a flow 
chart summarizing a progressive series of tests and requirements that eventually 
established the most desirable canard approach in terms of location, planform, and 
exposed area. 
As shown, the efforts were initiated in 1976 to investigate possible canard loca­
tions on a .08 scale YF-17 model in the Northrop 2; 13 x 3.05 M (7 x 10 ft) low speed 
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FIGURE 3. YF-17/ADEN CANARD DEVELOPMENT 
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tunnel (Reference 7) and in this way identify the most promising candidates for further 
testing at transonic speeds. The model included flow-through inlets with total pres­
sure rakes mounted-for-ard-of -the inletto-determine canard wake interference effects 
where applicable. Four locations were considered, with the canard planform areas in 
each location sized to produce equal pitching moments about the aircraft c. g. Figure 3 
furnishes sketches on the locations; Table 1 summarizes the test results for each 
location. 
TABLE 1. CANARD LOCATION TEST RESULTS 
LOCATION PLANFORM LOCATION RESULTS 
NOSE MOUNT DELTA FORWARD ON NOSE INLET INTERFERENCEATMODERATE 
CANARD DEFLECTIONS. (6 C > 100) 
SHOULDER MOUNT YF-17 WING UPPER FUSELAGE REMOVAL OF LEX COMPENSATED BY 
TYPE BELOW AND NEAR CANARD. INLET INTERFERENCE AT 
CANOPY HIGH DEFLECTION ANGLES, (8C>200 ) 
OVER-CANOPY YF-17 WING LEFTAND RIGHT SEVERE LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL 
SPLIT MOUNT TYPE PYLONS STABILITY PROBLEMS. DETERIO-
STRADDLING RATION OF RUDDER EFFECTIVENES. 
CANOPY DIFFICULTY OF CONSTRUCTION. 
PYLON MOUNT YF-17 WING ON PYLON, ABOVE SOME LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL 
TYPE NOSE STABILITY PROBLEMS. INCREASED 
LIFT AT HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
LOSS OF MOMENT-GENERATING 
CAPABILITY AT MODERATE ANGLE 
OF ATTACK. 
Based on the results listed in Table 1, the shoulder mount concept and a modi­
fied delta version of the pylon mounted canard were selected for further evaluation in 
the Northrop 2 x 2 transonic tunnel. 
As indicated in Figure 2, the transonic test (Reference 8) evaluated the two. se­
lected configurations at MN = 0. 6, 0.8, and 1. 2. Both concepts exhibited similar lift 
characteristics subsonically; at Mach = 1. 2 the shoulder-mounted canard produced the 
greatest lift. Given the added penalty to pilot visibility with the pylon-mounted canard, 
the decision was made to concentrate further design development on the shoulder 
mounted concept. 
Further refinement of the canard design was rendered possible through related 
tests by NASA Langley in their low speed tunnel in 1978 (Reference 5), in which the 
aerodynamic consequences of replacing the YF-17 LEX with a closely-coupled shoulder­
mounted canard were investigated on a 15% scale model. Of somewhat different planform­
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FIGURE 4. POTENTIAL CANARD LOCATIONS 
design than the canard chosen by Northrop, the Langley canard was tested at sev­
eral shoulder locations, with attention directed to flow coupling effects and aircraft 
stability characteristics. When compared to the Northrop canard, the Langley design 
exhibited similar overall aerodynamic performance, with a lower actuation hinge 
moment required. For this reason, it was ultimately selected as the final canard 
concept for the YF-17/ADEN. The canard pivot point was located at FS 308 to insure 
that the canard will stabilize in neutral position in the event of a failure in the canard 
actuation system. 
1.2 Loads Analysis 
The use and control of vectored thrust on the YF-17/ADEN will introduce signif­
icant new loading conditions into the aircraft and YJ101 engine structures. Revised 
load estimates were made to anticipate and design for these conditions in the modifica­
tion of the engine and the airframe. Following discussions between Northrop and G.E., 
a flight condition of Mach= 0. 9, 10, 000 ft., max. power was agreed on as the most 
representative worst case design loading condition for the engine/airframe. 
Engine Loads. Deflection of the ADEN VEER to vector thrust produces a cor­
responding vertical thrust component which acts in relation to the existing YJ1O1 mount­
ing system to produce a significantly increased bending moment in the outer engine 
casing. Figure 5 shows the magnitude of this increased moment for the selected design 
loading condition and illustrates how, by relocating the rear link mount to a point 57.4 
inches aft of its former location, the moment is reduced. Figure 6 compares the bend­
ing moment conditions with the original and revised mount system for the worst case of 
log loading combined with 200 of thrust vectoring. With the mount redesign, the maxi­
mum bending moment in the outer duct has changed sign and increased from 1500-1950 
KgM (130, 000 in.-Ib to 170, 000 in. -lb). Preliminary stress analysis indicates that the 
existing Ti-6A1-4V honeycomb outer duct has adequate buckling strength to withstand 
this increase while maintaining proper engine clearances. 
The reaction loads at the engine mounts to weight, thrust (unvectored), inertia 
and gyroscopic loads are compared in Figure 7 for the original and revised mounting 
systems at unvectored max A/B power for the Mach 0. 9, 3050 M (10, 000 ft) condition. 
The resulting loads, derived through analytical estimation methods, were used in the 
preliminary design of the aircraft engine support and in modification of the fuselage 
for the new engine mounting arrangement. 
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Canard Loads. The canard was designed for a loading condition of Mach = 0.6, 
sea level, at a deflection of 150. This condition represented the largest deflection in 
the severest dynamic pressure (q) environment anticipated for the canard.- Although 
higher flight Mach numbers and q's are anticipated at sea level, less canard deflection 
is required to perform aircraft maneuvers; for Mach = 0.6/150 deflection at higher 
altitudes, the dynamic pressure loading is less severe. The canard actuation system 
itself does not present a limit load problem as the canard is designed to drive to a 
neutral position in the event of a double failure in the system. Figure 8 summarizes 
the expected canard loads. 
Wind Root Fairing. Air loads for design of the wing root fairing which replaces 
the LEX were developed using data from analysis of the baseline YF-17 with LEX, and 
modifying the data for application to the wing root fairing. Figure 9 represents the 
design loading conditions for the fairing. 
Airframe Loads. Major loading changes on the YF-17 airframe will derive from 
transmission of the vectored thrust vertical component through the relocated aft 
mount to the aft structure, and from aerodynamic loading redistributions caused by 
removing the LEX and adding the canard. 
Based on previously identified critical flight conditions for the baseline YF-17, 
revised net fuselage loadings were developed for varying load factors at Mach 0. 9 sea 
level, at Mach = 0.9, 7620M (25, 000 ft), and at Mach = 1.1, 6100M (20, 000 ft.) At 
each condition the aircraft was trimmed using a combination of stabilizer deflection, 
canard deflection, and vectored thrust. Comparison of net bending moments at 
approximately 10 stations between the ballast location and the ADEN nozzle established 
that operation of the airplane to load factors of at least 5.0 would be permissible at all 
conditions analyzed. 
Operational Flight Envelope. Based on loads analyses presented above, YF-17 
operational limits are estimated for the overall aircraft at various canard deflections. 
Figure 10 presents the results, showing the overall aircraft 5-g structural envelope as 
well as canard load limit curves for deflection angles of 7, 10, and 150. The canard 
load limit curves translate the M = 0.6, sea level, 150 deflection design capacity to 
comparable loading at different flight conditions for the deflections shown. The loads 
analyses and envelope presented here should be regarded as preliminary in nature with 
more extensive analysis, particularly in the high q portion of the envelope, planned for 
the full-scale development phase. 
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1. 3 YJ101 Engine Design Modifications 
Mounting System. As previously discussed, the aft link mount located on the top 
vertical centerline of the engine rear mount ring will be moved 145.8 cm. (57.4 inches) 
aft to a point over the nozzle in order to prevent excess bending movements from acting 
on the engine casing. The YJ1O1 main mounts located at the mid-frame of the engine 
remain unchanged and consist of two self-aligning bearings on either side of the engine 
at the horizontal centerline that absorb the engine thrust loads, vertical loads and the 
couple due to side or pitch maneuvers. 
Relocating the rear mount to a point over the nozzle requires minor design changes 
to the front of the augmentor casing and to the augmentor fuel injectors. The forward 
section of the augmentor casing will be modified to include a small angle conical section 
to increase the local buckling stability (Figure 11). Flow characteristics of the baseline 
YJ101 augmentor will be preserved by adding a sheet metal flow guide in the modified 
section to duplicate the original bell-shaped geometry. The local increase in casing 
diameter caused by this modification will require lengthening of the existing augmentor 
fuel injectors. 
ADEN Casing Modifications, With the elimination of the VTOL deflecting hood 
from the YF-17/ADEN, the opportunity for a number of design improvements in 
internal/external aerodynamics and VEER cooling becomes available, with attendant 
weight reduction benefits. Figure 11 shows both the original and redesigned ADEN. 
As can be seen, removal of the deflector eliminates the need for the raised arc section 
in the top of the exhaust duct which was required to effectively seal the deflector during 
VTOL operation. With the elimination of the arc, the nozzle envelope can be signifi­
cantly reduced by tapering the top section of the duct. This modification in turn allows 
the VEER actuators to be positioned on the top of the duct near the VEER hinge line 
without creating local discontinuities or contoured surfaces in the aircraft fairing. It 
also permits direct ducting of the cooling air from the plenum chamber above the nozzle 
flaps to the VEER as shown in Figure 12. 
On the original ADEN with deflecting hood the length of the casing sidewall was 
limited in that it had to fair with the deployed deflector. In the hoodless YF-17/ADEN, 
the casing sidewall design can now be modified to have external boattailing compatible 
with the fuselage lines and increased length to provide improved flow containment at 
the VEER during thrust vectoring. 
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VEER Design. On the ADEN Ground Static Demonstrator, the VEER was a boiler 
plate design simulating aircraft mounted hardware, because it was anticipated to be part 
of the aircraft wing flap system rather than nozzle hardware. However, in the YF-17 
installation, with the nozzles at the aft end of the fuselage, the VEER is more ideally 
mounted to the nozzle itself. The elimination of the deflector allows the VEER to be 
hinged directly to the casing as illustrated in Figure 11. Thrust vectoring modulation 
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FIGURE 12. VEER COOLING FLOW PATHS 
with the VEER from -100 (VEER up) to +200 (VEER down) is provided by three hydraulic 
actuators mounted on top of the nozzle casing. 
The VEER must be designed to withstand the aerodynamic forces produced by both 
internal and external flows during thrust vectoring. To accomplish this, data on the 
VEER pressure environment developed during previous ADEN testing and verified in the 
recent NASA Langley F-18/ADEN wind tunnel investigations were used to identify and 
design for the worst-case pressure loads on the VEER. 
In the initial ADEN Demonstrator tests, cooling air for the VEER was provided 
from an external source. During later ground test for IR measurement, flexible hoses 
were used to duct engine fan air around the deflector to the VEER. This arrangement, 
although not suitable for flight operation, was feasible for the IR ground tests since the 
deflector remained in the stowed position. 
The elimination of the deflector resolved the potential in-flight VEER coolant 
supply ducting problem for the YF-i7/ADEN installation. Instead of flexible hoses, a 
curved rigid cooling air supply duct connects the air plenum chamber above the nozzle 
flaps with the VEER (Figure 12). The high pressure coolant air flows from the plenum 
through the duct into each of the six baffled interconnected chambers of the VEER and 
impinges on the VEER liner. The spent air then exits through five sets of holes in the 
liner to film-cool the VEER as shown in Figure 12. 
VEER film cooling slots, similar to the cooling slots used in the augmentor liner, 
are being considered as an alternate means of discharging the spent cooling air in the 
direction of the exhaust jet, thereby contributing to increased thrust performance. 
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Both ejection methods will be evaluated before making a final selection of the VEER 
cooling design. 
The total booling flow requirements for the ADEN during afterburner operation 
areshown-in -Figure 1-3. The -cooling-flow requirements for the YJ101 with the round 
nozzle are also shown for comparison. While a lower cooling requirement is shown for 
the ADEN, it will be seen in the flight performance analysis of Section 3 that cooling 
the ADEN actually results in an added penalty to the YJ101 performance due to higher 
pressure losses through the ADEN cooling system and the unavailability of VEER cooling 
air for added combustion in the afterburner. 
It should be noted that the 1.1% W8 cooling flow rate used for VEER cooling at 
max A/B is sufficient to cool the VEER surface to approximately 700°F during maximum 
dry operation and thus could be used to demonstrate reduced IR signature at max dry 
power settings. 
Installation in YF-17. As shown in the installation drawing (Figure 13) the ADEN 
.nozzles were angled inward 20 from the engine centerline to reduce the installed base 
drag between the nozzles. This change, however, resulted in mechanical interference 
between the inner A8 hydraulic actuators. A brief study was made to determine the 
ADEN/YJ101 COOLING FLOW COMPARISON 
%W8 %W8 
ADEN YJ101 
SCREECH 2.16 4.2 
LINER 4.28 7.3 
FLAPS 4.84 3.5 
VEER 1.10 -
TOTAL 12.38 15.0 
0.36 
" 2.16 
3REECH 2.35 
FIGURE 13. ADEN COOLING FLOW IN PERCENT W8 FOR MAXIMUM AFTERBURNING. 
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feasibility of eliminating the inner actuators and operating the A8 flaps with a single 
but larger actuator on the outer wall of the nozzle. However, the increased actuator 
size and the resulting increase in the bearing mount size, spline and torque tube loads 
made this approach unattractive. A more desirable alternative was to relocate the A8 
actuators toward the top of the nozzle in the transition zone where the duct changes from 
circular to a two-dimensional cross-section. With the actuators in this position the 
nozzle envelope was reduced by approximately 1.5 inches per engine, an amount suffi­
cient to provide adequate clearance between engines. 
All major components of the augmentor/nozzle are common for a right and left 
hand engine configuration. A changeover from one configuration to the other can be 
simply made by rotating the augmentor duct 1800 to obtain the tequired 20 inward cant. 
A left and right hand engine augmentor fuel supply manifold and electrical cables for the 
ignitor and flame detector will be required for the YF-17 ADEN installation to avoid 
additional modifications to the basic YJ101 engine. 
Thrust Reverser Concept. Preliminary investigations were conducted to identify 
the most promising thrust reverser concept which could be integrated with the YF-17/ 
ADEN while satisfying the following guidelines: 
a Capable of use in flight and during landing 
* 50% reverse thrust 
* Variable reverse thrust 
* Low internal performance penalty for forward thrust operation 
* No drag penalty when stowed 
* Rapid actuation 
* Reliable concept 
* Light weight 
o Compatible with YJ1O1 
* Compatible with ADEN exhaust system and YF-17 airframe structure 
The studies identified a block and turn cascade design as being the most promis­
ing concept. This design would use clamshell blockers to divert the flow and variable 
cascade blades to direct it (Figure 15). The blocker and blade positions would be syn­
chronized to provide reverse thrust modulation while maintaining constant total exhaust 
area in order to protect the engine from sudden changes in exhaust duct pressure. The 
use of folding cascade blades to close the. reverse exhaust ports would result in less 
compromise to the aircraft structure than an axially sliding cover and additionally, 
avoid the risk of buffeting at high flight speeds which afflicts hinge mounted external 
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1.4 Aft Fuselage Modifications 
Figures 16, 17, and 18 offer a visual synopsis of the modifications required to 
accommodate the ADEN nozzle in the Y-F-17 aft fuselage. A layout of the revised 
structure is provided in drawing No. 6676, Appendix B. A verbal description is also 
provided herein. 
Revisions to the YF-17 structure were limited to the area aft of FS 652.25 so as 
not to affect the horizontal tail pivot mechanism. In modifying the YF-17 to the ADEN 
aft end. all existing structure aft of FS 652.25 will be removed and stored for future 
restoration to the original dual axisymmetric aft end. 
To withstand the additional loads and high temperatures imposed by thrust 
vectoring, almost all of the non-axisymmetric structural revisions will be made from 
titanium. Three new machined frames will be located at FS 660.2, FS 667.1, and 
FS 674.5, and connected to spliced extensions of upper and lower longerons and center 
keel structure which exists at FS 652.25. At the top centerline of each engine bay a 
fitting will be cantilevered from the FS 674. 5 frame to engage the revised rear engine 
mount at FS 686. The mount fitting will be anchored back to the FS 652.25 frame by 
intercostals placed between the new frames and bound by upper and lower sheet straps. 
Provisions are made in the design of the new frames for extension of the ventral 
structural engine bay access doors to FS 674.5. 
Aft fuselage external line continuity from FS 674.5 to the point where ADEN exit 
geometry becomes the external line close-out is provided by removable side and upper 
nonstructural fairing panel assemblies, and a lower trailing edge piece, for each 
engine/nozzle. Each upper panel assembly attaches to FS 674.5 and to a nozzle mounted 
upper trailing edge member, utilizing floating nutplates and oversize holes to prevent 
loading from deflections of the engines relative to the YF-17 airframe. The lower 
trailing edge piece attaches to the FS 674.5 frame; the side panel assemblies connect 
to the upper panel assembly and lower trailing edge, as well as FS 674.5. -Louvers 
are included in the upper panels to allow venting of the engine bay purge airflow. 
Non-axisymmetric contours will be carried forward from FS 652.25 by adding 
small upper and lower frames to the 652.25 frame to build up the gutter areas, and 
blending forward to approximately FS 620 with foam plastic and fiberglass skin. 
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1. 5 Forward Fuselage/Canard Modifications 
The changes to the baseline YF-17 that will be required to incorporate canards 
are summarized in Figure 19; 
In preparation for rework of the YF-17 forward fuselage for installation of the 
canards and actuation system, the following items of structure and equipment will be 
removed from the airplane; leading edge extensions from FS 395 forward; gun and 
ammunition drum package from the gun bay (FS 143 to 218); fuel tank located between 
FS 310 and 370; and flight test equipment located between ES 302. 75 and FS 310 above 
the ECS inlets. All items, with the exception of the flight test equipment, will be 
stored for future restoration of the airplane to its original configuration. The flight 
test equipment will be transferred to the vacated gun bay of the forward fuselage. In 
order to compensate for the effect on airplane c. g. of the removal of the gun and am­
munition drum as well as changes in the aft end, it will be necessary to include a 
2000 lb. ballast package in the gun bay. Removal of the fuel tank will necessitate 
capping of the fuel and vent pipes connecting to that tank. 
Structure aft of the pilot's seat bulkhead will be modifed to accommodate the 
canard surfaces. A torque tube, interconnecting left and right hand canard surfaces, 
will be located at FS 314, 71.1 ci (28 inches) above the horizontal reference plane and 
pass through holes cut in the aircraft skin. The holes will be surrounded by external 
aluminum doublers attached by rivets to exiting fastener locations, including a field 
pattern of rivets. Machined aluminum bearing support fittings and canard actuator 
support fittings will be installed on FS 310 bulkhead. The FS 317 frame will be relieved 
to allow actuator control arm movement, and reinforced by adding formed aluminum 
sheet doublers to maintain required strength. Machine aluminum fittings to anchor 
the actuation system will be attached at the FS 325 frame as shown in Figure 19. 
Dwgs 6671 and 6699, Appendix B, detail the structural changes and canard actuation 
system controls. 
The canard panels, symmetrical about the chord plane, will be single spar, full 
depth honeycomb, bonded assemblies, similar in design to the F-5 horizontal stabilizer. 
A single piece machined steel detail forms the interconnecting torque tube, root rib 
splice, and inboard spar segment. The L. H. and R. H. torque tubes will be taper pin 
spliced at the airplane centerline upon installation. A machined aluminum spar 
segment, mechanically attached to the steel spar segment, extends outboard to a 
formed aluminum sheet tip rib. Formed aluminum sheet ribs mechanically attached 
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to the steel spar form the root closure. A machined aluminum dart is used at the 
leading edge. The aluminum skin panels will be step tapered by either chemical 
milling or .machining. 
Dwg. No. 6665, Appendix B, provides a layout of the canard assembly. Per­
tinent geometrical statistics are listed in Table 2. 
TABLE 2. YF-17 CANARD PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
PLANFORM PARAMETERS 
CANARD AREA 
 
ASPECT RATIO 
 
TAPER RATIO 
 
THICKNESS RATIO 
 
SWEEP ANGLE, c/4 
 
SPAN 
 
ROOT CHORD 
 
TIP CHORD 
 
MAC 
WING STATION, MAC 
WING STATION, ROOT 
PIVOT INTERCEPT, %MAC 
*Exposed Surface 
STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS 
SKIN MATERIAL 
TYPE OF PIVOT 
ACTUATOR PITCH STIFFNESS 
PER SIDE 
TORQUE TUBE.ROLL STIFFNESS 
PER SIDE 
STEEL SPAR SEGMENT 
STIFFNESS 
5.37 meter 2 (57.8* FT2) 
2.84 
0.234 
0.05 
45 DEG. 
473.66 cm (186.48 IN.) 
270. 10 cm (106.34 IN.) 
63.12 cm (24.85 IN.) 
159.66 cm (62. 86* IN.) 
126.37 cm (49.75IN.) 
50.8 cm (20.0 IN.) 
15.4 
ALUMINUM 
TORQUE TUBE 
46080 KgM (4. 0 x 106 IN. LB/RAD) 
103680 KgM (9.0 x 106 IN. LB/RAD) 
EI = 799490 KgM (69.4 x 106 LB. IN. 2 
GJ = 7995 KgM (0.694 x 106 LB. IN. 2 
LENGTH = 35.56 cm (14 IN.) 
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Removal of the YF-17 LEX requires design and fabrication of a wing root 
fairing to refair inboard sections of the wing. The wing root fairings will be riveted 
assemblies with formed sheet aluminum, machined aluminum substructure, and 
fiberglass/epoxy cover skins. Each assembly (L. H. and R. H.) will be comprised 
of a machined aluminum leading edge dart, laminated fiberglass cover skins, four 
sheet formers, an aft sheet closing former, two machined attach fittings, three 
machined backup fittings, upper ifiboard and aft inboard formed sheet corner angles, 
seven formed sheet clips, and three splice straps. Existing moldlines will be re­
tained aft of FS 388. 5 to allow use of existing tooling for all machined details, in­
board aft corner angles, and aft closing formers. Drawing No. 6659, Appendix B, 
shows the fairing design. 
YF-17 ECS ram air scoops are incorporated in the wing leading edge extensions. 
Removal of these extensions, as noted above, necessitates redesign and installation 
of ECS ram air scoops at FS 306, 47 CM (18.50 inches) above the horizontal refetence 
plane, on each side of the fuselage. The scoops will be fabricated of molded fiberglass 
laminate with an erosion protection coating and will be attached to existing fastener 
locations. Drawing No. 6671, Appendix B, includes a rendering of the revised ECS 
design. 
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1. 6 Preliminary Structural Analysis 
Wing Root Fairing/Fuselage Stress Checks. Based on predicted loading con­
ditions, preliminary stress checks were performed for the modified YF-17 forward 
fuselage structure, wing root fairing, and redesigned aft structure. Results show 
that the wing root fairing itself is not stress-critical and that adequate load paths 
exist to absorb the revised loading conditions in the forward fuselage area: Analysis 
of the load paths provided by the cantilevered relocated mount fitting and revised 
supporting aft structure indicates that there will be no problem in transmitting the 
engine loads to the YF-17 airframe. 
Canard Aeroelastic Analysis. Using a combination of computer optimization 
techniques and preliminary performance analysis, the YF-17 canard design was re­
viewed to insure its ability to meet the divergence and flutter speed requirements 
dictated by a Mach = 0. 9, sea level design flight condition. 
Conventional preliminary design hand calculations were performed to substan­
tiate the structural integrity of the support tube, spar, root rib, and aluminum honey­
comb core. Recently refined computer codes were used to develop a canard skin 
thickness distribution which would provide a panel design strong enough to withstand 
the design loading criteria. The resulting thickness distribution, shown in Table 3, 
will 	 be held constant from leading to trailing edge to reduce manufacturing costs. 
TABLE 3. CANARD THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION, CM (IN). 
ROOT 0. 2286 0. 2286 0.2286 0. 2286 0.2286 
(0. 09000) (0. 09000) (0. 09000) (0.09000) (0.09000) 
0. 1902 0. 1902 0. 1902 0.1902 0.1902 
(0. 07487) (0.07487) (0.07487) (0.07487) (0.07487) 
0. 1524 0.1524 0.1524 0.1524 0.1524 
(0. 06000) (0. 06000) (0. 06000) (0. 06000) (0.06000) 
0. 1153 0.1153 0.1153 0. 1153 0.1153 
(0. 04538) (0. 04538) (0. 04538) (0.04538) (0. 04538) 
TIP 0. 0762 0.0762 0.0762 0.0762 0.0762 
(0. 03000) (0. 02000) (0. 03000) (0. 03000) (0. 03000) 
LE -TE 
SKIN WEIGHT = 19.323 Kg (42.6 LBS) PER SIDE 
The final canard design was checked to insure that adequate divergence and 
flutter speed margins were maintained. Based on a minimum required dynamic 
pressure margin of 40% and a flutter speed margin of 15% for the Mach = 0.9, sea 
level condition, it was found that the canard design is dictated by the loads require­
ments of Figure 8, and that neither divergence nor flutter margin present a problem. 
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It should be emphasized that the stress checks and aeroelastic analysis performed 
herein is preliminary in nature, and was done to insure that there were no major short­
comings in the proposed design revisions in regard to stress tolerance and aeroelastic 
effects. An in-depth structural analysis is anticipated during full scale development 
which will involve further development of loading criteria, extensive computer modeling, 
detailed stress checks, and model flutter testing. 
1. 7 Mass Properties Analysis 
Weight Changes. Changes in the YF-17 weight engendered by the proposed 
modifications to the engine and aircraft are listed in Table 4. Two weight breakdowns 
are shown: one for the YF-17 with ADEN only, and one for the YF-17/ADEN with 
canard. Note that while the canard-configured version actually weighs less due to 
removal of the forward fuel cell to accommodate the canard actuation system, the 
cell removal also affects flight endurance capability, as will be seen in Section 3. 
Both breakdowns reflect the relocation of the YF-17 flight test instrumentation package 
to the gun bay; to make room for it the gun and ammunition package is removed and 
replaced by a more compact 907 kg (2000 lb. ) ballast package to maintain a center-of­
gravity location similar to the baseline YF-17. 
Center of Gravity Characteristics. In Figures 19 and 20, the extent of travel 
of the aircraft center-of-gravity (c. g.) with fuel usage is shown as a percent of mean 
aerodynamic chord for the YF-17 with ADEN only (Figure 19) and the YF-17/ADEN/ 
canard (Figure 20). Curves are shown in each figure for c.g. behavior with and without 
the flight test equipment. With the canard-configured YF-17/ADEN the forward fuel 
cell must be removed; its c. g. travel is therefore not shown in Figure 20. 
As a prototype aircraft, the YF-17 is equipped with fuel transfer capability. 
This offers the possibility of operation over a range of aircraft weight and c. g. loca­
tions. The YF-17 with ADEN only has a stable in-flight static margin similar to that 
of the basic YF-17 (1. 5%). The YF-17/ADEN with canard will integrate the canard 
into the pitch control system (as discussed in Section 2) and use it to maintain the same 
margin; however, with the availability of the canard the aircraft aerodynamic center 
can now be varied to produce up to -10% static margin with attendant trim drag benefits. 
This option is exercised in the flight performance estimates of Section 3. 
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TABLE 4. WEIGHT CHANGES DUE TO YF-17/YJ101 MODIFICATION, Kg (LBS) 
BASELINE YF-17 
REMOVE


LEX 
GUN 
AMMUNITION 
MISSILES 
FORWARD FUEL CELL 
FORWARD FUEL PUMP 
FORWARD FUEL 
TOTAL REMOVED 
ADD 
ADEN NOZZLES AND


AFTERBODY STRUCTURE 
BALLAST 
CANARD 
CANARD CONTROLS 
MODIFIED LEX 
TOTAL ADDED 
NET CHANGE 
MODIFIED YF-17 
LESS USABLE FUEL 
FORWARD CELL 
CENTER CELL 
AFT CELL -
MODIFIED YF-17 LESS FUEL 
YF-17/ADEN 
11165 (24,616) 
-273 (-602) 
-127 (-2k.) 
-156 (-343) 
-556 (-1225) 
+250 (+550) 
+907 (+2000) 
+1157 (+2550) 
+601 (+1325) 
11767 (25,941) 
-671 (-1480) 
-1415 (-3120) 
-726 (-1600) 
8955 (19,741) 
YF-17/ADEN/

CANARD


11165 (24,616) 
-126 (-277) 
-273 (-602) 
-127 (-280) 
-156 (-343) 
-9 (-20) 
-2 (-5) 
-671 (-1480) 
-1364- (-3007) 
+250 (+550) 
+907 (+2000) 
+77 (+170) 
+170 (+375) 
+9 (+20) 
+1413 (+3115) 
+49 (+108) 
11215 (24,724) 
-1415 (-3120) 
-726 (-1600) 
9074 (20, 004) 
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2. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 
2.1 Method of Control Law Design 
As a major part of the YF-17/ADEN modification, the capability of the YF-17 
pitch control system will be expanded to manage the added forces generated by the vec­
tored thrust and, if present, the forward-fuselage-monted canard. The control law 
structure is built around the YF-17 Pitch Command Augmentation System (CAS) as 
shown in Figures 22 and 23. Optimal control analysis was applied to determine the 
best combination of physically realizable state variables and gains. 
The new control modes were designed using multi-variable decoupling methods as 
explained by Falb and Wolovich in Reference 9. with a linearized system assumed, the 
aircraft description was converted to state variable form using those states most appro­
priate for the desired control modes. Pitch attitude and vertical velocity degrees of 
freedom were chosen as the primary outputs to be decoupled. A decoupling computer 
program was then used to define input and feedback matrices. Feedback around each 
decoupled mode was added to achieve desirable mode dynamics and the feedbacks were 
reduced to their lowest form. 
The detailed analysis used to develop the modified control laws is contained in 
Appendix A. 
'2.2 Control Modes 
Assuming the presence of the canard, four distinct modes of control were identi­
fied for implementation of the YF-17/ADEN/canard configuration. 
Normal Mode. The normal mode of operation pertains to any flight condition that 
does not employ vectored thrust. In this mode the canard is active and is controlled as 
a function proportional to angle of attack in order to maintain as closely as possible the 
pitching moment versus angle of attack characteristics of the original YF-17 aircraft. 
Figure 24 diagrams the normal mode, showing a feedback loop added to the existing 
YF-17 control system for canard deflection. The canard feedback gain may be adjusted, 
if desired, to generate varying degrees of stability, giving the aircraft the capability 
for operation over a range of negative to positive stability margins. 
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The three additional control modes utilize varying inputs and feedbacks from the 
expanded pitch control system provided by the combination of the horizontal tail deflec­
tion (dH), the thrust-vectoring VEER deflection angle (6V), and the canard deflection 
(6C). The block diagram for the additional control logic to accomplish this is shown in 
Figure 25. The three vectored thrust modes are characterized as follows: 
Lift Mode. The purpose of the Lift Mode is to produce a change in the vertical 
path of the aircraft without a change in pitch attitude. To achieve this, the horizontal 
tail and VEER are deflectedtogether, as shown in the vector diagram of Figure 26(A). 
The resulting moment is trimmed by. the canard. Canard aerodynamic data indicate 
that the canard produces primarily a moment increment with little net effect on lift. 
Most of the vertical path response is produced by the combined lift of the vertical thrust 
component, the induced lift of the aircraft afterbody, and the horizontal tail lift. 
Pointing Mode. The purpose of the pointing mode is to produce a change in air­
craft pitch attitude without a resulting change to the flight path. The different pitch 
attitude (and angle-of-attack) that results produces a change in wing lift which is com­
petsated for by a deflection of the horizontal tail and VEER. Moment trim is obtained 
by use of the canard. Because the wing is a powerful lift producer, only small changes 
in attitude can be obtained before the trimming surfaces saturate. Figure 26(B) dia.­
grams the force moment balance for the pointing mode. The pointing capability can be 
increased slightly by deflecting the flaperon up, thus destroying part of the added lift 
developed by the wing due to higher angle-of-attack. 
Deceleration Mode. The decel mode is designed to produce increased aircraft 
drag and resultant deceleration at constant engine power while maintaining aircraft 
attitude. *As shown in Figure 26(C), this is accomplished by deflecting the thrust for 
maximum thrust loss along the wind axis (X) while counteracting the resulting lift and 
pitching moment with negative lift on the horizontal tail. X-axis 'thrust loss and hori­
zontal tail drag produces the deceleration force. 
2.3 Flight Simulator Verification 
Approach. Following identification of the flight control laws required to implement 
the Canard VEER Control System (CVCS) for vectored thrust maneuvering capability, 
the modified system was modeled on the Northrop Large Amplitude Simulator, Wide 
Angle Visual System (LAS/WAVS) for a brief piloted checkout of the various control 
modes. Whereas the control laws were developed using linear optimal control 
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equations, the LAS/WAVS simulator employed a complete and accurate model of the 
real 	 system including non-linear aerodynamics and actuator models. 
The aircraft's aefodynamic characteristics were used in the six degree of free­
dom (DOF) equations of motion to digitally calculate the aircraft response using a 
frame time of 0. 016 second. These data were used to drive the piloted, five DOF mo­
tion system. The YF-17 Flight Control System, including the pitch Command Augmen­
tation System (CAS) and the canard/ADEN nozzle control system were modeled on an 
analog computer which interfaced with the digital computer. The time variation of 
selected aircraft parameters were recorded by analog strip chart recorders. 
The flight condition investigated had the YF-17 flying level and initially trimmed 
at 0.9 Mach number at 4570M (15, 000 feet) with the aircraft center of gravity at 0. 30 
MAC. This corresponds to a stable, basic airframe maneuver margin of 1. 5 percent. 
To provide a meaningful tracking reference, a scaled aircraft was projected on 
the earth-sky background view ahead of the pilot. The range to the target aircraft was 
held constant at 610 M (2, 000 feet) directly ahead of the YF-17 at the same flight condi­
tion. A fixed sight, with a 2 mil pipper and outer 50 mil reticle, was used by an ex­
perienced fighter pilot to tract the target aircraft. For each YF-17 configuration 
investigated, the target aircraft was initially tracked in steady flight, where the pilot 
maneuvered the YF-17 in pitch relative to the target to evaluate control response. 
After 2 or 3 minutes of this type of tracking, ihe target aircraft was given a "roller­
coaster" sinusoidal maneuver that had a period of four seconds and a double amplitude 
altitude change that corresponded to six diameters of the reticle vertically. This type 
of tracking was evaluated for another 2 or 3 minutes. 
Simulated Flight Modes. Seven YF-17 cases were evaluated by the simulator 
pilot. Because the modified YF-17/ADEN/canard control system was developed based 
on several specific flight conditions, auto-throttle control was used to hold airspeed at 
the condition being examined, thereby allowing the pilot to concentrate on evaluating the 
maneuvering characteristics of the aircraft. 
* 	 Case 1: Basic YF-17 - This case corresponded to the YF-17 as it is pre­
sently flown, with CAS on, and was flown to provide the pilot with a basis for 
comparison. Pilot comment indicated that the basic YF-17 demonstrated 
excellent tracking characteristics for both fixed and oscillating targets. 
* 	 Case 2: Canards Added - The second case simulated the effect of removing 
the LEX and adding the canards with a deflection capability of :h15 degrees 
relative to the fuselage centerline. Wind tunnel data indicated that adding 
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the canards would not affect the YF-17 lift or drag appreciably but the pitching 
moment would be influenced by angle of attack (AOA) changes and canard sur­
face rotation. These effects were integrated into the response calculated by 
the digital computer. To minimize the destabilizing effect of the canards, a 
simple fixed gain control loop was added to the analog calculations such that 
the canard would be deflected to produce a stabilizing pitching moment in 
direct response to any AOA change. Upon completion of the target tracking 
evaluation runs, the simulator pilot commented that he could not detect any 
change in the YF-17 aircraft's tracking characteristics. 
Pilot commentary was verified by the typical strip-chart recordings of Figures 
27 and 28 for the first two cases of oscillating target tracking evaluation. Comparison 
of the traces shows no appreciable change in tracking performance when the canards 
are added. 
For all the remaining cases, the YF-17 lateral CAS was left oh, but the pitch 
CAS was turned off and replaced by the canard/ADEN nozzle/horizontal tail control 
system. In particular, the YF-17 forward loop integration in the pitch CAS which pro­
vides auto trim was turned off, and the pilot had to assume this task. 
Movement of the pilot's center stick now produced control.stick steering by 
blending canard, nozzle, and horizontal fail deflection. Fore and aft stick deflection 
was restricted to 6.35 CM (2. 5 inches) about neutral; a deflection of that magnitude 
produced a change in aircraft pitch angle of six degrees (0. 1 radian) and a climb rate 
of 10 percent of flight speed 229 CM per sec at 2290 CM per sec (90 fps at 900 fps). 
The pitch trim button or "coolie-hat" switch on the control grip was utilized to allow 
mechanization of a linear combination of the lift and rotation modes. 
* Case 3: Pitch Control - This case evaluated the canard/ADEN/horizontal tail 
modified pitch control. Pilot comment indicated ease of tracking while ma­
neuvering about a fixed target; however, when attempting to follow the 
oscillating target, the pilot complained that the nose was not as responsive 
without the pitch CAS on, and that it tended to wander. Figure 29 provides the 
traces for Case 3. 
a Case 4: Pointing Mode - For this case, the "coolie-hat" switch was used~to 
demonstrate aircraft pointing. When the switch was moved to the aft position, 
the aircraft rotated nose-up 0.5 degree in pitch and when moved to the for­
ward position, 0.5 degree nose-down. Although the pil6t could move the 
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center stick, it was not connected to the pitch control system. After tracking 
the fixed target, the pilot commented that moving the "coolie-hat" gave him 
the expected pitch response initially; however, he requested that the oscillat­
ing track amplitude be reduced by a factor of three before attempting that 
evaluation. After repeated attempts to track the oscillating target, the pilot 
commented that he could not adequately perform the task due to too much lag 
in the pitch response. Figure 30,presents a typical response obtained during 
the tracking of the fixed target. 
* 	 Case 5: Direct Lift - For the fifth case the "coolie-hat" switch was used for 
lift control instead of the pitch control evaluated in the previous case. When 
the pilot moved this switch to its aft position, the aircraft developed a 
3. 96 	 M/sec (13 fps) rate of climb. With the switch in the forward position, 
a 3. 96 M/see (13 fps) rate-of descent resulted. This case was only evaluated 
using a fixed target. After several runs in both switch positions, the pilot 
commented that use of the switch did indeed change lift without changing 
pitch angle, however the response was sluggish. Figure 31 presents a 
typical response obtained for this -case. 
* 	 Case 6: Direct Lift with Center Stick - The sixth case again used direct lift' 
on the "coolie-hat" switch but in this case the center stickwas also connected 
to the canard/VEERAorizontal tail control system. After tracking the fixed 
and oscillating targets, the pilot acknowledged the lift augmentation but com­
plained of complications due to the other inputs. Figure 32 presents a typical 
response for this case. 
" 	 Case 7: Deceleration Mode - The seventh case used only the speedbrake 
switch and center stick. When the speedbrake switch was activated, the 
ADEN nozzle was deflected down, the horizontal tail was deflected trailing 
edge up to offset the nozzle lift, and the canrad was deflected to counter­
balance the resulting pitching moment. The net effect was an increase in 
aircraft drag due to these control surface deflections which caused the air­
craft to decelerate at 0. 1 g or 0.98 M/sec 2 (3.2 fps 2). The auto throttle 
was connected and the pilot used his center stick for trim. This case was 
evaluated using a fixed target. This pilot pointed out that while deceleration 
was experienced, it was not outstanding. Figure 33 presents a typical re­
sponse for this case. 
Discussion of Simulator Results. Due to schedule requirements, the simulator 
investigations of the YF-17/ADEN/canard handling characteristics were limited mainly 
to verification of the modified cbntrol system concept. Lift, aircraft pointing, and 
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deceleration effects all manifested themselves as expected with the proper manipulation 
of the canard, vectored thrust, and horizontal tail. Some adverse handling qualities 
which were uncovered in this evaluation can be attributed in large part -to the-.somewhat 
arbitrary implementation of the control laws required to perform the simulation studies 
in the time available. Further investigation would be desirable to optimize the system 
concept.


A significant observation on this simulator activity was the relatively small 
effectiveness of the canard/VEER/horizontal tail at the Mach 0.9, 4570M (15, 000 foot) 
flight condition examined. At this high-g condition, the wing is so powerful in lift that 
only small attitude changes can be effective with the opposite net loads from the canard/ 
VEER/horizontal tail. This serves to confirm that the strengths of 2-D vectored thrust 
lie in the lower q portions of the flight envelope where canard/nozzle/horizontal tail 
effectiveness would be more marked. Further simulator activity would be well-directed 
toward this regime. Use of a wing flap, aileron, or flaperon to "dump" lift on the wing 
should also be considered as an effective way to increase canard/VEER/horizontal tail 
authority for aircraft pointing. 
2.4 Control Hardware Implementation 
General Approach. In order to handle the expanded control requirements pre­
sented by the canards and the deflecting nozzle Variable Exhaust Expansion Ramp 
VEER), a digital flight control computer will be added to the existing YF-17 control 
system to provide the canard/VEER control (CVC). In the modified system the canard 
and VEER will be used to produce movement in the pitch axis; therefore, the pitch con­
trol augmentation computation task originally performed by the baseline system will be 
transferred to the CVC to facilitate the integration of the canard and VEER computa­
tional and hardware requirements. The CVC computer will provide sensor signal man­
agement, actuation control, and redundancy management/failure monitoring for both 
the VEER and the canard actuation systems and perform the control law computations 
for the horizontal tail, VEER, and canard surfaces. The conceptual arrangement of 
the modified pitch axis control is shown in Figure 34. 
The lateral-directional control axes and the maneuvering flap control system will 
remain unchanged. 
YJ101/ADEN Controls and Actuation. The engine exhaust nozzle (A8 ) actuators 
will be of thesame design as those used on the existing ADEN; i.e., cylindrical ram 
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FIGURE 34. MOWIFRED PITCH AXIS CONTROL

actuators are used, one on either side of the ADEN assembly. An electrical position 
linear variable differential transducer (LVDT) provides a feedback signal to the 
electrical control and to the aircraft. 
The A8 actuators will be controlled by the existing YJ101 nozzle control system 
with minor modifications to accommodate actuator differences from the .YI01. The 
actuators will be positioned directly by an engine-driven, variable displacement hy­
draulic pump. The pump is controlled by a signal from an engine-mounted electrical 
control which in turn responds to an input demand from the engine main fuel control. 
Because the actuator stroke-to-area relationship on the ADEN differs from that re­
quired for the current YJl01, it will be necessary to modify the nozzle area versus 
power lever cam in the main fuel control, and to modify the electrical control by 
changing the fan speed-to-min. nozzle area limit schedule, the nozzle area-to-augmentor 
fuel schedule, and the hydraulic pump driver amplifier gain. 
VEER actuation will be provided by three cylindrical ram actuators of the same 
design as those used for A8 control, each with a load capability of at least 21000N 
(4800 Ibs) and a stroke of 6.86CM (2.7 inches). These actuators are larger than 
necessary for the VEER but they will fit in the available space and using them will 
minimize program cost and simplify logistics. A collar will be added to the rod end 
of each actuator to limit the total stroke. Electrical position transducers (LVDT'S) will 
be included to provide a feedback signal for control. 
Hydraulic power to the three rams will be supplied from the aircraft hydraulic 
system and metered by a single, two-stage ele6tro-hydraulic servovalVe. Control and 
failure monitoring the VEER actuation system will be accomplished by the CVC com­
puter. In case of failure, the actuation system will revert to a hydraulic bypass/damper 
mode. 
Canard Controls/Actuation. Figure 35 provides a perspective view of the proposed 
canard actuation system. In order to provide for safety of flight and full time avail­
ability of the canard as an active surface, a dual hydraulic series triplex secondary ac­
tuator used on the F-ill aircraft was chosen to provide the necessary redundancy and 
reliability for fail operational capability. In the event of a complete failure of the actu­
ation system, the canard will fail to a neutral position, thereby avoiding the potential 
control and flutter problems associated with a free-floating failure mode. This actuator 
will provide the input to two dual hydraulic mechanical input/feedback power actuators 
to rotate the common torque tube and two attached canard surfaces about the canard 
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pivot points. The power actuators are similar dn design to the dual tandem hydraulic 
actuators used for the F-5 horizontal tail. 
Canard/VEER Control--(CVC) Computer. The-digital CVd compster will fincor­
porate all the new and modified pitch axis control functions required by the YF-17/ 
ADEN system. To minimize design risk, the computer will be synthesized from fully 
developed and proven elements. The basic design will be triplex in order to satisfy the 
redundancy and actuation interface requirements associated with the utilization of canard 
surfaces. Mode logic, control law computations, and failure monitoring/redundancy 
management will be provided by three synchronous digital processors with nonvolatile 
memory. 
With the addition of the triplex canard actuation, the opportunity exists if desired, 
to upgrade the dual redundancy (fail-safe) of the existing YF-17 pitch control augmenta­
tion actuation to triple redundancy (fail -operational/fail-safe) by providing for transfer 
of the horizontal tail pitch control function to the similarly effective canard and its 
triplex system in the event of a failure in the existing pitch CAS. 
The interface to the VEER actuation system on each engine is simplex, with the 
required fail-passive characteristics provided by comparative monitoring between left 
and right VEER positions. 
The proposed implementation would utilize the Sperry Flight Systems Model 
SDP-175 computers currently used in commercial aircraft applications (Figure 36). A 
brassboard, military version of this computer, Model MK-175, was extensively evalu­
ated in a triplex arrangement on the Northrop Advanced Flight Controls Test Stand with 
excellent results. The same evaluation also validated the analog circuits involved in 
sensor and actuation interface, and redundancy management. 
Sensors. Implementation of the modified YF-17/ADEN control laws will require 
sensing or normal acceleration, pitch rate, and pitch stick position to provide required 
stabilization and dynamic performance. These sensors are currently available on the 
YF-17 in dual redundant packages. To achieve the required triplex redundancy without 
incurring the cost of repackaging, another set of these dual sensors will be added to the 
existing system. The CVC computer will provide the signal shaping and synthesis as 
required; for example, angle-of-attack perturbations that may be required as a feedback 
parameter to compensate for the destabilizing effect of the canard surfaces would be 
synthesized from normal acceleration and pitch rate. 
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Cockpit Controls. Figure 37 shows the modified cockpit layout for the YF-17/ 
ADEN. The existing YF-17 control augmentation and flap controls will be retained. 
The YF-17 stick grip will be replaced with F-18A type stick grip with a four position 
switch that can be modified to perform as a control mode selector. As shown in 
Figure 37, placing the switch in the appropriate position the pilot would select the 
NORMAL (basic stabilization), LIFT, ROTATE (point), or DECEL mode. Vernier 
control of the LIFT and ROTATE modes will be provided by a thumbwheel type control 
located on an F-18A type throttle lever. When the DECEL mode is selected, control 
will be provided by the three-position, momentary-on speedbrake slide switch also 
located on the throttle lever. 
The gain panel will be added to allow inflight adjustment of selected control 
parameters within preset limits, with the "N" setting representing the predetermined 
nominal gain selected for the given parameter, and the "1" and "2" settings providing 
the capability of varying the predetermined gain by plus and minus a selected percent­
age. 
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3. YF-17/ADEN FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 
This section provides an evaluation of aerodynamic performance changes caused 
by reconfiguration of the YF-17 aircraft to integrate the ADEN nozzle design. Per­
formance is shown for the YF-17 modified strictly to integrate the ADEN nozzle (this 
configuration will be referred to as "YF-17/ADEN" or "ADEN only") and the canard 
modification which additionally removes the LEX and adds the shoulder-mounted 
canards (this configuration will be referred as 'YF-17/ADEN with canard"). To 
provide background information, the ADEN nozzle/afterbody thrust-minus-drag char­
acteristics and shoulder-mounted canard aerodynamics are developed first, followed 
by an overall assessment of the aerodynamic performance changes which derive from 
integration of the ADEN and canard. The additional capability provided by thrust rever­
sing is illustrated through discussion of two hypothetical combat encounters. Potential 
takeoff and landing performance improvements available through thrust vectoring are 
also evaluated. 
Because the YF-17 performance capability is classified information, flight per­
formance results presented here are incremented from or normalized to baseline YF-17 
performance. 
3. 1 ADEN/Afterbody Performance Effects 
The aeropropulsive consequences of replacing the dual axisymmetric nozzle 
geometry of the YF-17 with the two-dimensional ADENs were established through the 
investigations conducted on the 0. 10 scale F-18/ADEN integration at NASA Langley 
(Reference 6). Due to similarity of the YF-i? and F-18 designs, results of testing on 
the F-18/ADEN are expected to be fully representative of the YF-17/ADEN modification 
also. 
The ADEN configuration, shown installed on the F-18 model in the Langley 16 ft. 
tunnel in Figure 37, was one of three non-axisymmetric nozzle design integrated with 
the F-18 airframe design and tested over a range of operating conditions. Also investi­
gated were the GE 2-D convergent-divergent concept and the Boeing AIN variable center 
plug design. Using high pressure air to simulate the jet plumes, F-18/ADEN afterbody 
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FIGURE 37. 	 ADEN NOZZLES INSTALLED ON 0.10 SCALE 
F-18 MODEL IN NASA LANGLEY 16 FT. TUNNEL 
aerodynamic data were obtained for the following matrix of variables: 
A8 = 16.13 cm2 (2.5 i 2 ) (cruise) and 25.81 cm 2 (4.0 in2 ) (reheat) 
Nozzle pressure rate = off to 10 
Angle of attack = -2' to +100 
Mach number = 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.2 
VEER angle 	 = 0m, 7 up, 7 down, 20 ° down 
Nozzle performance was also obtained at static conditions for all geometries 
investigated, and expanded Mach surveys were taken from Mach= 0.6 to 1.3 at a rep­
resentative operating nozzle pressure ratio to define the drag rise characteristics. 
Unvectored Nozzle Performance. As an initial step in the Langley investigations, 
the F-18 dual axisymmetric aft end was tested to establish a reference data base for 
comparison with the non-axisymmetric integrations. Data obtained generally agreed 
well with pretest predictions based on previous measurements of YF-17 nozzle/after­
body drag. 
Following establishment of the dual-axisymmetric reference performance levels, 
measurements of the ADEN unvectored thrust-minus-drag characteristics were ob­
tained. Typical static results for the ADEN and for the dual-axisymmetric aft ends are 
shown in Figure 38 for the cruise nozzle setting, and in Figure 39 for the reheat setting. 
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Figures 40 through 42 present wind-on data for representative flight conditions of 
Mach = 0. 8, cruise nozzle, and Mach = 0.9 and 1.2, reheat nozzle. 
A more general comparison is. presented in Figures 43 and. 44 in terms. of-the 
drag-oriented parameter CT-D = (FG - D)/ qSw, to gain a better understanding of the 
ADEN integration in terms of aircraft performance. Comparisons of axisymmetric 
and ADEN thrust-minus-drag characteristics in this form are presented in Figure 43 
for the cruise nozzle setting,' and in Figure 44 for the reheat geometry. Within the 
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region of expected aircraft operation indicated on the figures, it is evident that thrust­
minus-drag differences between the ADEN and axisymmetric integrations are minimal. 
This result was to be expected because, while the ADEN provides an excellent aft end 
blend with the YF-17, the F-18 dual axisymmetric integration has itself been proven in 
previous testing to be a low drag configuration. 
Application of the F-18 incremental differences of Figures 43 and 44 to YF-17 
performance at several representative flight conditions developed the YF-17 thrust­
minus-drag performance differences shown in Figure 45. However, to properly 
account for the differences in the two nozzles, the aircraft performance must be addi­
tionally adjusted for the differences in cooling requirements and leakage. The ADEN 
non-axisymmetric design reduces the number of available pathways for leakage flow 
loss compared to the axisymmetric translating flap convergent-divergent (TFCD) 
design, and as a result requires less cooling flow (see comparison, Figure 13, Sec­
tion 1.) For non-afterburning conditions, this results in slight to moderate performance 
improvements as shown in Figure 46. When the afterburner is employed, on the other 
hand, the ADEN cooling system produces a larger flow pressure loss (with less re­
coverable momentum) than the TFCD system. This loss, compounded by the unavail­
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ability of the VEER cooling flow for afterburning, results in the performance losses 
shown in Figure 46 for maximum power operation. 
An added aspect of ADEN nozzle performance (which does not affect the axisym­
metric design) is the generation of normal forces due to free plume expansion along the 
ADEN upper surface This lift component varies in magnitude and location as a function 
of nozzle pressure ratio, and its effect when combined with the horizontal thrust com­
ponent is to produce a resultant thrust at an effective vector angle. Figure 47 shows, 
for static conditions, how this effect operates to produce varying vector angles with 
pressure ratio. Also shown in Figure 47 is the prediction of this effect, based on 
method of characteristics approach, that analytically confirms the behavior of the ex­
pansion ramp normal force. The effect of this phenomenon in terms of CL variation on 
the F-18 model metric afterbody is shown in Figure 48 for several representative 
operating conditions. 
Vectored Nozzle Performance. Langley test results of the ADEN at the vectored 
settings predictably indicated the presence of induced lift on the F-18 aft end: This 
phenomenom has been seen in previous testing of 2-D nozzles and can be attributed to 
changes in airflow, on aircraft surfaces near the nozzle exit, that are caused by deflect­
ing the jet plume. The net effect of the altered flow is to produce a lift increment over 
and above that contributed by the vertical component of the vectored thrust. This 
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induced lift produces variations in the afterbody CL and effective thrust deflection angle 
5T with nozzle pressure ratio similar to those plotted in Figure 47 and 48. In evalu­
ating the Langley data, it was discovered that induced lift behavior on the F-18/ADEN 
model could be generalized according to the lift amplification factor CL/CT sin ST, 
where 5T is the effective thrust vector angle determined during static operation at 
various nozzle pressure ratios for a given VEER deflection, 8 V. Generalized lift ampli­
fication in this form for a VEERt deflection of 200 is presented in Figure 49. 
The flow changes which cause induced lift effects also produce corresponding 
induced drag effects. While these effects do not generalize as well as lift, they tend 
to be significant and, as will be seen, ultimately offset any beneficial shifts in the 
drag polars due to induced lift. This was generally the effect during deflected thrust 
operation. 
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3. 2 Effect of LEX Removal/Canard Addition on YF-17 Aerodynamics 
In this section, data will be presented to show the effect on the longitudinal and 
lateral-directional aerodynamics of the YF-17 baseline aircraft of removing the wing 
leading edge extension (LEX) and adding a shoulder-mounted trapezoidal canard of 
58 ft. 2 exposed area. The data shown have been generated from canard development 
tests conducted by Northrop (Reference 8) and by NASA Langley Research Center 
(Reference 5). 
Longitudinal Characteristics. Figures 50 and 51 present the effect of the canard 
on basic untrimmed longitudinal aerodynamics with flaps undefected at Mach numbers 
of 0. 8 and 1. 2. Inspection of the lift curves reveals that the canard configured aircraft 
has equal or slightly improved lift capability when compared to the baseline YF-17. 
However, it can be seen that, at positive deflection angles, the canard generates drag 
with essentially no increase in lift. This is because the increased downwash of the 
canard at positive incidence reduces the lift of the main wing panel. As expected, the 
addition of tle canard produces a forward shift of the aerodynamic center which varies 
slightly with Mach number. Positive deflection of the canard is seen to produce a large 
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positive pitching moment which can be utilized to offset thrust deflection forces 
generated by the aft-mounted ADENs. 
Optimum trimmed drag polars for flight conditions of Mach = 0. 8 and 1. 2 with 
unvectored thrust are--presented--in- Figures -52 and 53 -corrected to flight Reynolds num­
bers. Canard and horizontal tail deflection angles, computed for minimum trimmed 
drag at each lift coefficient, are also shown. Due to the large drag penalties associated 
with deflection of the low aspect ratio uncambered canard, the computed optimum 
canard deflection is near zero until moderate to high lift coefficients where the hori­
zontal tail deflection saturates at -5O. It should be noted that these data are presented 
for the flaps undeflected. Canard-wing interactions with wing leading and trailing 
edge flaps set to produce nearly optimum camber distribution could conceivably alter 
the trends developed from the analysis of the flaps-up data. 
With the canard installed, the forward shift of the aerodynamic center, coupled 
with the available center of gravity range with the ADEN nozzle installation, will allow 
the YF-17 ADEN/canard configuration to be balanced at a negative static margin of up 
to -10%, thereby reducing the canard deflection required to trim at a maneuver CL and 
consequently reducing the trim drag. Optimum trimmed polars for operation at -10% 
static margin: are shown in Figures 54 and 55 for the same flight conditions as the 0% 
static margin polars of Figures 52 and 53. 
Lateral-Directional Characteristics. In order to assess the incremental effect 
of adding a canard to the baseline YF-17 configuration, Northrop low speed tests of a 
shoulder-mounted canqrd were analyzed along with the NASA Langley data of Reference 
5 on three canard configurations run in the LaRC 12 ft. low speed tunnel. 
Figure 56 presents data from the Northrop tests (Reference 7) which show the 
effect on the lateral-directional departure parameter Cn~dynami c of first removing 
the LEX from the baseline YF-17, and then, the effect of adding the shoulder-mounted 
canard to the LEX-off configuration. These data are with leading and trailing-edge 
flaps undeflected. Figure 57 presents the same data with the flaps deflected to 
=5f 100/120. In each case, the canard produces a slight degradation in dynamic 
directional stabilitybelow approximately 200 angle of attack and a significant improve­
ment at higher angles compared to the baseline YF-17. It should be noted that the 
optimum flap setting for maneuvering on the YF-17 is Sn/Sf = 250/0', and that with 
this flap setting, the level of Cndyna*i c for the YF-17 is significantly higher than for 
flaps up or partial flaps. Therefore, the stability levels shown in Figures 56 and 57 
for the canard configuration can be expected to be similarly improved atan optimum 
flap setting. 
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Since the previous data are for a canard configuration which is slightly different 
from the final or preferred canard configuration, the NASA Langley canard test data 
were reviewed to determine the sensitivity of lateral-directional stability to changes in 
canard planform, location and area. Figure 58 presents the effect of longitudinal posi­
tion of the Langley canard on Cno6dynami c in the stall angle-of-attack region. The data 
are seen to be very sensitive to canard position. The most forward canard position 
corresponds approximately to the position of the smaller, lower sweep Northrop canard, 
and the levels of Cn dynamic for these configurations compare well. However, the 
extreme sensitivity to canard placement indicated by the Langley data suggest that 
further study of the lateral-directional characteristics of the final canard configuration 
should be undertaken prior to the design freeze. 
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3. 3 Effect of Thrust Vectoring on ADEN/Canard Aerodynamics 
Longitudinal Effects. Trimmed vectored thrust drag polars at Mach = 0. 8 and 
1.2, shown in Figures 59 and 60, represent the optimum combination of canard, hori­
zontal tail, and effective thrust deflection angles for minimum drag. Vectored thrust 
forces include the induced afterbody effects discussed in Section 3.1. Examination of 
the figures indicates that at low lift coefficients, minimum drag is achieved at very 
small positive effective thrust vectoring angles, due to the large drag penalties in­
curred when the canard is deflected to trim the aircraft in the vectored thrust mode. 
In fact, at moderate to high lift coefficients, minimum drag is obtained at a given lift 
coefficient by vectoring the nozzle to negative angles so that minimum canard deflection 
is always achieved. Only after the maximum negative effective thrust deflection angle 
of -2 degrees is reached does the canard come into play as a trim device. 
Lateral-Directional Characteristics. Vectoring the ADEN nozzle is not expected 
to affect the lateral-directional stability of the aircraft. 
3.4 Aircraft Performance Without Vectored Thrust 
In this section, flight performance without thrust vectoring is evaluated for the 
ADEN-only configuration (identified as "YF-17/ADEN" or "ADEN only") and the ADEN/ 
canard modification (identified as "YF-17/ADEN with canard"). Section 3.5 will pro­
vide an analysis of aircraft performance with vectored thrust. 
Configuration Weights. Replacement of the YF-17 axisymmetric aft end with the 
ADEN installation results in a net weight increase of 1325 lbs. On the YF-17/ADEN 
with canard, this weight increase is offset by the necessary removal of the LEX and the 
forward fuel cell and contents to allow installation of the canard actuation system. The 
removal of the cell compensates for the total increase in weight due to the ADENs, 
canard actuation hardware, and canard. Consequently, the performance of the YF-17/ 
ADEN with canard is evaluated at the same aircraft weight as the baseline YF-17. 
On the YF-17/ADEN, the removal of the forward fuel tank and contents is not 
necessary and its retention is desirable from the standpoint of flight test endurance. 
(Ah increase in flight time of 10 minutes, from 50 minutes to an hour, has been esti­
mated as representative.) Performance for this configuration is therefore presented 
at full fuel capability with the consequent ADEN weight penalty, and also at weight equal 
to the baseline YF-17 (which could be accomplished by off-loading fuel) in order to 
isolate the aerothermodynamic differences for this configuration. 
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Climb Performance. Figure 61 presents the incremental performance of the 
YF-17/ADEN and YF-17/ADEN with canard compared to the baseline YF-17 in climb. 
Predictably, from the level of afterbody drag performance differences developed 
in Figures 43 and 44, both intermediate and maximum power climb performance of the 
YF-17/ADEN configuration unpenalized for weight are nearly indistinguishable from 
that of the baseline YF-17. When the weight penalty is included, the YF-17/ADEN air­
craft suffers a noticeable increase in time to reach final altitude at both power settings. 
'fhe YF-17/ADEN with canard exhibits the effects of the canard aerodynamics shown in 
Figures 50 and 51, requiring a significant increase in time to reach the 12190M

(40,000 ft.) intermediate power climb ceiling, and a moderate amount of additional

time to reach the 50,000 ft. maximum power climb ceiling. 
Acceleration Performance. Acceleration characteristics of the various config­
urations are compared at altitudes of 3050 m and 9140 m (10, 000 and 30, 000 feet) for the 
aircraft accelerating from Mach = 0. 6 to 0.95 at intermediate power, and for a maximum 
power acceleration from Mach = 0.6 to Mach = 1.2 at 10K and Mach =1.3 at 30K (Mach 
1. 3 representing the current limit of available test data on the drag characteristics of the 
ADEN integration). As can be seen in Figures 62 and 63 the same pattern emerges as 
did for the time-to-climb analyses; that is, for the YF-17 with ADEN only, unpenalized 
.for weight and operating at intermediate power, the acceleration time does not differ 
greatly from the baseline YF-17. When the weight penalty is included, some degrada­
tion appears. When this evaluation is made for maximum power accelerations, an 
advantage develops for the ADEN only configuration at the lower altitude which is 
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=(h 9140 m (30,000 ft) 
sufficient to overcome the weight penalty. At the higher altitude, the performance is 
once again comparable with no weight penalty and degrades slightly with the weight 
penalty included. The YF-17/ADEN With canard exhibits large increases in accelera­
tion time which is indicative of the increased minimum drag associated with the canard, 
especially at the higher Mach numbers. 
The detrimental effect of the canard, it is felt, derives in large part from the 
relatively rudimentary development the canard-configured concept has undergone to 
this point compared to the highly refined wing/LEX combination on the baseline YF-17. 
Further optimization of the canard/wing aerodynamics during the detailed design phase 
is expected to improve the currently-exhibited inferior performance of the YF-17/ADEN 
with canard. 
Cruise Performance. The cruise performance of each configuration was evaluated 
at the altitude and Mach number that yielded the best specific range (distance traveled 
per pound of fuel consumed). This condition, while slightly different for each configura­
tion, fell within the range of Mach = 0.8 tor 0. 85 at altitudes from 12190 m to 13720 m 
(40, 000 to 45, 000 ft.). Figure 66 summarizes the percent change in specific range from 
the YF-17 baseline for the configurations of interest. As with the previously evaluated 
climbs and accelerations, the ADEN-only aircraft without weight penalty has a slightly 
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improved specific range; when the weight penalty is included, specific range is slightly 
worse. On the YF-17/ADEN with canard, specific range is further reduced. 
Specific Excess Power and Maneuver Performance. Figures 65 and 66 present 
the excess power and maneuver performance characteristics of the YF-17/ADEN with 
canard when compared to the baseline YF-17 at Mach = 0. 8 and 1.2. Specific excess 
power (Ps) has been normalized to YF-17 specific excess power at 1 g, and turn rate 
is normalized to YF-17 maximum turn rate. As shown in Figure 65 for Mach = 0. 8, 
the YF-17/ADEN with canard at 0% static margin shows some moderate degradation 
in both Ps and turn rate; operation at -10% static margin restores the sustained turn 
rate capability to that of the baseline YF-17. At Mach = 1. 2 (Figure 66), -Ps and turn 
rate capability of the YF-17/ADEN with canard at 0% static margin has degraded notice­
ably compared to the baseline YF-17; operation at -10% static margin does little to 
improve the situation other than to slightly increase the sustained turn rate. 
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3. 5 Aircraft Performance With Vectored Thrust 
Figure 67 provides a summary of the expanded performance capability that can 
be expected for the YF- 17/ADEN when the ADEN thrust vectoring capability is 
utilized in combination with the shoulder-mounted canard. 
Excess Lift Development. Excess lift at cruise angle of attack can be developed 
on the YF-17/ADEN with canard by vectoring the thrust and increasing the engine 
power. In this way, engine thrust available in excess of that required to overcome 
aircraft drag is used to maintain the thrust-equal-to-drag condition with the hori­
zontal thrust component while at the same time developing an added lift force with 
the vertical component. This component joins with lift developed on the horizontal 
tail, and with lift developed in deflecting the canard to hold the aircraft in its 
original trimmed attitude. Employing this mode at the Mach = 0.8, 9140M (30000 ft.) 
condition, it was found that 0. 5g excess lift could be developed, at which point the canard 
and horizontal tail deflection limits established for th's study were reached. (150 and 
50 respectively) At the Mach = 1. 2 condition, these limits were not encountered and 
all the available excess thrust at 200 deflection was converted to obtain 1. 25g's of 
excess lift. In analyzing this mode of operation, it was found that the YF-17/ADEN 
with canard actually prefers to develop excess lift on the horizontal tail and canard, 
with vertical thrust coming into play only at the point the horizontal tail reaches its 
deflection limit and an alternate trim force is required to balance the canard lift. 
Fuselage Pointing Capability. Another advantage in the decoupling of pitching 
moment from lift generation afforded by the availability of thrust vectoring and 
canard forces is the ability to use canard/horizontal tail/vectored thrust deflections 
(61/H/6T) - to trim the aircraft at a pitch attitude other than its trimmed angle-of­
attack flying with unvectored thrust. However, use of 6C'6H' and 6T to perform 
this manuever at Mach = 0. 8 resulted in a fuselage rotation of only 1. 2'. At 
Mach = 1.2, the rotation was essentially non-existent. A prime factor in this limited 
capability is the strong lift production from the basic YF-17 wing. Rotating the fuselage 
also rotates the wing and generates large changes in wing lift that must be counter-acted 
to maintain the aircraft in a trimmed condition. The authority available through 8c,6H' 
and 5T is largely consumed in providing this counter action, leaving little additional 
moment generating capability for large rotations of the aircraft. It has been suggested 
that, during the detail design phase, investigations should be made into the possibility 
of using the wing control surfaces to counteract wing lift changes due to angle-of-attack 
changes, leaving the c/ H/ T authority available for increased pointing capability. 
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* EXCESS LIFT AT CRUISE ANGLE OF ATTACK: 
+0.5 g AT 0.8M/9140 M (30,000 FT) 
+1.25 g AT 1.2M/9140 M (30,000 FT) 
* FUSELAGE POINTING CAPABILITY 
1.2 DEG AT 0.8M/9140 M (30,000 FT) 
NEGLIGIBLE AT 1.2M/9140 M (30,000 FT) 
* 14-16 KNOT REDUCTION IN MINIMUM SPEED 
& LOW SPEED CONTROLLABILITY IMPROVED 
* NEGLIGIBLE CHANGE IN SUSTAINED TURN RATE 
* TAKEOFF GROUNDROLL REDUCED 61 M (200 FT) 
* LANDING: 
APPROACH SPEED REDUCED 9.5 KNOTS 
GROUND ROLL REDUCED 11-13% 
FIGURE 67. YF-17/ADEN CANARD PERFORMANCE 
SUMMARY, VECTORED THRUST 
Minimum Speed at Partial Power. By deflecting the ADENs, the minimum 
speed of the YF-17/ADEN with canards can be reduced by 14 to 16 knots, due to 
small induced afterbody lift increments and to direct lift derived from the deflected 
thrust. Speed reduction is limited by the available canard and horizontal tail 
deflections for trim. 
Maneuvering at Low Dynamic Pressure. Figure 68 demonstrates the contri­
bution that vectored thrust can offer to YF-17 maneuvering during low Mach number, 
low q conditions. As shown, under these conditions angular acceleration produced 
in the pitch plane by the horizontal tail alone approaches zero. Use of thrust 
vectoring in this situation allows retention of pitch acceleration capability regard­
less of horizontal tail effectiveness. This is particularly important to an aircraft 
such as the YF-17 which is capable of trimming out in a high lift/drag attitude at 
low speeds, thereby undergoing rapid deceleration into the speed regime of 
Figure 68, where, as shown, vectored thrust pitch authority rapidly becomes a 
desired added capability. 
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Specific Excess Power and Maneuver Performance. Vectored thrust operation 
offers little improvement in specific excess power/turn rate over unvectored 
thrust performance of the YF-17/ADEN with canard, except for slight improve­
ments at high negative values of specific excess power. 
Deceleration Through Vectored Thrust. Although this manuever was eval­
uated as a rapid means of inducing deceleration by vectoring to maximum deflection 
for horizontal thrust loss and trimming with negative 6H for additional drag, the 
fact that it is performed at high power settings severely limits the deceleration 
force produc~d. If deceleration capability over and above that offered with the 
existing YF-17 speedbrake is desired, it will be more effectively developed 
through implementation of the in-flight thrust reverser concept discussed in 
Section 1. 
Effect of Thrust Vectoring on Takeoff Performance. To determine the effect 
of thrust vectoring on the takeoff performance of the YF-17/ADEN with canard, 
analysis was made of the take-off sequence up to main gear lift off (MGLO) 
performed with and without the utilization of vectored thrust. Table 5 delineates 
the assumptions for the unvectored thrust takeoff; Table 6 provides the same 
information for takeoff with vectored thrust employed. 99 
TAKEOFF SEGMENT POWER 8 H 6C 6T 
BRAKE RELEASETO NOSEWHEEL LIFTOFF MAXIMUM 00 00 00 
NOSEWHEEL LIFTOFF MAXIMUM -12°/-6' 00/150 00 
° 
MAIN GEAR LIFTOFF (0 = 100) MAXIMUM -120 /-6 0 00 /16 00 
TABLE 5. TAKEOFF, UNVECTORED THRUST 
TAKEOFF SEGMENT POWER 5H 6C ST 
° BRAKE RELEASE TO NOSE- MAXIMUM 00 00 0 
WHEEL LIFTOFF 
NOSEWHEEL LIFTOFF MAXIMUM VARIABLE 150 . MAXIMUM TRIMMABLE (-120 MAX) 
MAIN GEAR LIFTOFF MAXIMUM VARIABLE 150 MAXIMUM TRIMMABLE (-120 MAX) 
TABLE 6. TAKEOFF, VECTORED THRUST 
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For the unvectored ADEN case, full advantage of the canard is taken to reduce 
the horizontal tail deflection required at the rotation speed. This alone provides an 
increased trimmed lift coefficient of approximately. 06 at the takeoff pitch attitude. 
When vectored thrust is employed, the full deflection of the canard is required to 
trim the moment generated by the vectored thrust and the induced afterbody lift. 
Therefore, with thrust deflected to the maximum trimmable angle, full trailing 
edge-up horizontal tail deflection is required to rotate the aircraft. In each case, 
the nozzle deflection angle is set at zero from brake release until nosewheel liftoff 
in order to have maximum acceleration thrust available until liftoff is attempted. 
Also, it is assumed that neither case is nosewheel liftoff limited; that is, that the net 
effect of the canard and ADEN nozzle deflections on the longitudinal characteristics 
of the basic YF-17 will be negligible. 
Figures 69 and 70 present the canard pitch effectiveness and the effect of the 
canard on lift used in the takeoff analysis. The data is based on measurements 
of Reference 7. 
Figure 71 shows the effect of thrust deflection on main gear lift off velocity. 
As can be seen, a reduction in velocity of approximately two knots can be achieved 
by deflecting the canard to its maximum deflection before employing thrust deflection. 
The nose-up moment from the canard allows some unloading of the horizontal tail 
at rotation, with a consequent increase in total lift of the configuration. The 
maximum nozzle deflection is limited by the ability of the horizontal tail to provide 
adequate nose wheel liftoff capability. 
The effect of vectored thrust in terms of ground roll is shown in Figure 72. 
Effect of Thrust Vectoring and Reversing on Landing Performance The effect 
of thrust vectoring on landing approach speeds and ground roll distances was 
computed for a typical three degree glide slope, no-flare landing. As thrust levels 
on landing are relatively low, the maximum VEER deflection angle of 20 degrees can be 
utilized without saturating the canard trim capability. Under these conditions, 
therefore, the maximum reduction in approach speeds is achieved at the highest 
power setting that does not produce accelerated flight. The no-flare landing approach 
attitude provides a higher thrust level than a flared landing approach attitude. 
Figure 73 indicates the approach speed reduction which can be achieved at 
the current maximum allowable VEER deflection of 20 degrees. Analysis was 
extended to greater angles to determine what further speed reduction could be 
obtained before the canard trim authority was saturated. 
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104 ROLL DISTANCE 
The payoff in terms of landing ground roll for the maximum VEER deflection 
of 20 degrees is shown in Figure 74. 
A preliminary estimate was also made to determine the reduction in ground 
roll that could be obtained if the thrust reverser were available for use during 
landing. Assuming deployment of the reverser at touchdown and a nominal reverser 
effectiveness of 60%, it was calculated that the YF-17 ground roll at a typical land­
ing weight on a dry surface could be reduced by approximately 56% with the use of 
a reverser. A reverser becomes even more effective when the landing is being 
made on a wet or icy runway. 
3. 6 Effect of In-Flight Thrust Reversing on Maneuver Performance 
In order to establish the desirability of incorporating the block and turn reverser 
concept discussed in Section 1 into the full-scale YF-17/ADEN modification, studies 
were made to determine the impact of thrust reversing capability on YF-17/ADEN per­
formance potential. 
Based on test results of a number of similar reverser designs, an inflight 
reversing efficiency of 60% of available gross thrust was used as representative of 
performance that could be obtained with the proposed concept. rn-flight deceleration 
of the YF-17 employing reversed intermediate power thrust was calculated over a 
range of flight speeds at altitudes of 3050M (10, 000 ft.) and 10670M (35, 000 ft.) to pro­
duce the performance shown in Figure 75. For comparison, deceleration performance is 
also shown at the same conditions for the baseline YF-17 utilizing its speedbrake, with 
throttles chopped to idle, As expected, the thrust reverser offers a much greater 
deceleration capability. The dropoff in speedbrake deceleration force exhibited at 
higher Mach numbers is due to hinge-moment-limited maximum deflection angles. 
Head-on Engagement. The consequences of the reverser deceleration advan­
tage were illustrated by analytically simulating a one-on-one head-on engagement of 
the YF-17 with a high performance threat where both aircraft are initially operating 
at Mach = 1.2, 3050M (10000 ft). The combat scenario assumed that both the threat and 
the YF-17, upon visual identification, would pull a maximum decelerating turn in an 
attempt to gain a heading advantage. This maneuver drives both aircraft to the 
velocity where maximum lift and turn rate are developed. After reaching this point 
the load factor is reduced and engine power increased to maintain speed and minimize 
decay in the turning rate. The YF- 17 with speedbrake and the version with thrust 
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reverser were evaluatdd for this type of encounter and yielded the results contained 
in Figures 76 through 79. Figure 76 shows the deceleration rates, and Figure 77 
the turning rates of the three aircraft configurations during the encounter. In 
Figure 77, it can be seen that the threat (due to an inherently higher drag configura­
tion) decelerates to is peak turning rate faster than the YF-17 with either speedbrake 
or reverser, but that its peak turn rate is lower. Figure 76 and 77 illustrate the key 
contribution of the reverser; i. e., it allows the YF-17 to decelerate at the same rate 
as the threat and to reach its peak turning rate earlier than the speedbrake-equipped 
YF-17. 
The consequences of this performance are shown in Figures 78 and 79; that is, 
the thrust reverser configuration enters the gunfiring envelope for the threat (within 
a range of 3000 feet in a 60 ° aft cone) in approximately 33 seconds, whereas the speed­
brake configuration does not enter the same envelope until over 8 seconds later. As 
Figure 79 shows, even though the YF-17 enjoys a peak turning rate advantage over the 
threat, deceleration available with the speedbrake does not allow the aircraft to begin 
converting this turning rate to heading gains until approximately 20 seconds into the 
encounter. 
It is also noteworthy that the reverser-equipped aircraft is operating at inter­
mediate power during this maneuver and can therefore disengage from combat at 
intermediate forward thrust whenever desired by merely stowing the reverser. The 
speedbrake is used at engine idle power and several seconds are required to transition 
from idle to intermediate power for disengagement. 
Rear Approach Gunfiring Engagement. In another scenario, reverser-equipped 
YF-17s were pitted against a speedbrake-equipped defender in a rear-approach gun­
firing attack. Figure 80 diagrams a typical encounter with maneuvering initiated at 
a range of 914M (3000 ft). Upon becoming aware of the attacker, the defender, operating 
initially at Mach= 0.9, deploys the speedbrake and enters a 7g level turn in an attempt 
to cause the attacker to overshoot. The attacker, conversely, attempts to avoid over­
shoot while tracking the defender for maximum gunfiring opportunity. As indicated in 
Figure 80, the speedbrake-equipped attacker exceeds the gunsight tracking load limit 
at four seconds into the turn, and at slightly over six seconds reaches the maximum 
turn rate allowed by aircraft structural limits. As a higher turn rate is required to 
remain within the defender's trajectory, the attacker must cease tracking, i. e., over­
shoot. When equipped with a reverser, however, the YF-17 utilizes the enhanced 
deceleration capability to maintain gunsight tracking for almost six seconds, and never 
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does exceed aircraft structural limits that would require departure from the defender's 
trajectory. 
Figure 81 summarizes the results of a number of such analyses for varying 
initial separation distances at an altitude of 3050 M (10, 000 ft). It is evident that, as 
the initial range increases, the reverser affords an increased available time for gun­
firing before the 6g sight limit is reached. Curves are also shown for elapsed time 
until overshoot is imminent due to aircraft structural limitations. Note that, for 
initial ranges greater than 274 M (900 ft.), the reverser prevents overshoot from 
occurring, whereas with the speedbrake overshoot eventually occurs in all cases 
analyzed. 
Similar studies were run at 10670 M (35,000 feet); however, the effects of in­
creasing altitude reduce the thrust available for deceleration as well as the aircraft 
maximum lift capability, and at 10670 M (35,000 feet) the reverser is no longer capable 
of preventing overshoot. The advantages of in-flight thrust reversing therefore would 
appear to be best applied at lower altitudes. 
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4, PROGRAM PLAN AND COST 
This section describes the program plan and estimated cost for full-scale devel­
opment, flight qualification, and flight test support of the YF-17/ADEN aircraft. 
The overall program plan, scheduled to be accomplished in 39 months, is sum­
marized in Figure 82. The initial detail design, hardware procurement and fabrication, 
and system verification testing will be pursued independently by G. E. and Northrop on 
a coordinated basis. As the program progresses, G. E. and Northrop efforts will be 
combined to jointly oversee the integration and preflight checkout of the YJ101/ADEN 
in the modified YF-17. The joint effort will also provide support for the final 12 month 
flight test program to be performed by NASA Dryden. 
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Following sections will provide a breakdown of the program from G.E. and 
Northrop points of view, highlighting key concerns such as existing hardware availa­
bility and condition for modification, new hardware procurement, and-low cost empha­
sis to guide the formulation of the final program plan. Estimated program cost break­
downs and overall cost are presented at the conclusion of the program description. 
4. 1 G.E. YJ1O1/ADEN Modification Program 
Figure 83 provides a more detailed look at projected G. E. responsibilities dur­
ing the full-scale modification phase of the YF-17/ADEN program. Efforts during 
this phase will be concentrated on finalizing the various ADEN detail designs, develop­
ing manufacturing drawings, and fabricating and obtaining necessary hardware. 
Exhaust Duct and Nozzle Detail Design. As shown in Figure 83, GE has pro­
jected a twelve month effort to accomplish the detailed design of the ADEN YJ101 
augmentor, nozzle actuators, modified control, and ground support equipment. Par­
ticular attention will be paid to those elements of nozzle mechanical design which 
become more critical in a non-axisymmetric, as opposed to an axisymmetric, design. 
These include: 
" Deflection of flat walls under pressure 
* 	 Distortion of flat walls due to thermal gradients in structural ribs 
* 	 Dimensional stability of flat inner walls due to non-uniform skin temperatures 
(hot streaks) 
* 	 Effect of deflections and distortions on operating clearances and leakage 
control sealing effectiveness 
* 	 Severe vibration excitation potential in flat panels between ribs and result­
ing fatigue problems 
* 	 Efficient distribution and control of cooling flow 
* Control of leakage at the interfaces of moving parts. 
The final product of this detail design effort will be manufacturing drawings 
suitable for use in fabrication. 
Instrumentation. Effort will also be applied during the detail design effort to 
define the instrumentation required on the engine and exhaust system to accomplish the 
following objectives: 
*. 	 Monitoring of engine and nozzle operating conditions to assure safe operation 
of the system. 
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FIGURE 83. G.E. YJ101/ADEN MODIFICATION PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
* 	 Determination of cooling effectiveness and pressure loads in critical nozzle 
areas.


* 	 Calculation of engine thrust in-flight based on results from the altitude cell 
calibration test. 
* 	 Measurement of actuator travels and rates. 
* Identification of nozzle vibration characteristics.


Types of instrumentation required will include static and total pressure taps,


thermocouples to measure gas and metal temperatures, vibration pickups, and actuator 
position indicators. 
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Control and Actuation System. Also scheduled by G. E. during the detail design 
period are the control schedule definition and identification of required board modifica­
tions to accomplish -the one main engine control change and three electrical changes 
identified as necessary for the control system redesign. A8 and VEER actuator designs 
will be finalized; as noted in the review of control system changes, the same actuator 
will be employed for both applications with a stroke-limiting collar added to the VEER 
actuators.


Engine Performance Methodology. Efforts will be initiated at the start of detail 
design to develop the data reduction programs needed to calculate engine and nozzle 
performance during flight test. The YJ101 engine cycle deck will be modified to inte­
grate the results of eventual preflight calibration testing so that it can be used to 
identify in-flight thrust and inlet weight flow values. 
Exhaust Nozzle and Duct Hardware. As detail designs become finalized and 
manufacturing drawings become available, hardware procurement and fabrication will 
begin. Manufacturing metlods and planning will be tailored to produce cost effective 
demonstrator hardware within the allotted time frame. The manufacturing effort will 
be closely followed by Design Engineering to assure that the quality and cost objectives 
are maintained throughout the production process. Because of the time required to 
fabricate a demonstrator nozzle, manufacture of some long lead items are scheduled 
to begin during the detail design phase of the program. To accommodate this require­
ment, manufacturing drawings of these items will be the first released during the de­
tail design effort after the final nozzle design is established and approved by NASA. 
The, basic hardware to be procured to the YJ1O1/ADEN modification will be: 
* 3 YJ101, refurbished 
* 3 ADENs, 2 new and 1 modified/refurbished 
* 3 augmentor sections, 2 new and 1 modified/refurbished 
* 3 VEERS, new 
* 3 sets engine/nozzle controls, modified YJ101 
* 3 sets (2) A8 actuators, 2 new sets and 1 existing set 
* 3 sets (3) VEER actuators, new


The three YJ101s are currently being utilized in the YJ-17 flight test program


and are Government Furnished Equipment (GFE).


As noted, two completely new ADEN nozzles will be fabricated; the third or


back-up nozzle will be the existing ADEN demonstrator nozzle designed, fabricated


and tested under NAVAIR R&D Project 4566 (Reference 1). This nozzle, however,
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will require modifications including the relocation of the actuators, the addition of a 
VEER, a new mount configuration, the removal of the V/STOL deflector, and addition 
of a tapered upper casing surface as discussed in Section 1. New augmentors complete 
with a new fuel system will be required for all three engines. A conversion kit to 
change from right to left hand engine installation will also be required. This kit will 
include a fuel supply manifold and electrical leads for the igniter and flame detector. 
Controls and Actuation Equipment. Procurement of controls and actuation hard­
ware will begin during the detail design effort to allow adequate time for fabrication 
and testing of the hardware prior to installation on-the engine. The main engine control 
and the electrical control will both be modified as discussed in Section 2. Each unit 
will then be bench tested. At the same time, actuators for the ADEN and VEER will 
be manufactured and tested individually. A test will then be conducted on the assembled 
controls and action system to assure hardware compatibility and to verify satisfactory 
operation of the system prior to installation on the engine. 
Ground Support Equipment. Three rubber wheeled dollies will be procured for 
the transportation, maintenance, and storage of the augmentor/exhaust nozzle assem­
blies. The dollies will be existing models modified to accept the YJ101/ADEN assem­
bly. All other ground support equipment, such as starting carts, already exists at 
Edwards AFB and can be utilized without modification. 
YJ101 Engine Refurbishment. A major consideration and pacing item in the YF-
17/ADEN program is the refurbishment of the three YJ101 engines that will be required 
in order to pursue the flight test phase. At the completion of the current YF-17/YJ101 
flight test program in 1981, the engines will have been extended to the limits of their 
original intended design life and a major overhaul 'of all three engines will be necessary 
if they are to be further utilized for the YF-17/ADEN program. Based on a projected 
schedule of one hour of flight testing per week for 12 months, (about 50 hours) plus pre­
flight checkout runs, each refurbished engine must be capable of 50 hours extended life. 
The refurbishment has been estimated to require from 21 to 27 months and, as indicated 
in Figure 82, if the reworked engines are to be available for the scheduled checkout 
tests, the refurbishment process must be initiated 6 to 12 months prior to the start of 
the ADEN detail design. 
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The engine refurbishment is planned to be funded as a separate program. Figure 
5-C provides a detailed schedule of the overhaul process. At the inception of the re­
furbishment, the history of the three YJ10 engines will be reviewed and an assessment 
of the remaining life of the critical and long lead time parts will be made. Hardware 
releases will be made at contract go-ahead for those parts pre-judged as requiring re­
placement. Based on teardown/inspection results, additional parts will be identified 
for procurement or repair. 
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FIGURE 84. G.:. YJ10ENGINE-REFURBISHMENT PROGRAM SCHEDULE


The three engines will be completely torn down and laid out to permit inspection 
of all parts. Rotating clearances will be measured during tear down and accessories 
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will be functionally bench tested. Structural, rotating and other key parts will be pen­
etrant inspected. Table 7 lists the hardware expected to be required for refurbish­
ment and available spares. 
ITEM OTY. (SETS 
HP TURBINE WHEELS 3 
HP TURBINE NOZZLES 5 
HPTURBINE BUCKETS 5 
LP TURBINE BUCKETS 5 
HPTURBINE SIDE PLATES 3 
LP TURBINE NOZZLES B 
LP TURBINE SHROUDS 3 
HPTURBINE SHROUDS 3 
HP COMPRESSOR BLADES 2 
LP COMPRESSOR BLADES 2 
HP COMPRESSOR VARIABLE VANES 2 
LPCOMPRESSOR VARIABLE VANES 2 
HP COMPRESSOR FIXED VANES 3 
BEARINGS AND SEALS 5 
TABLE 7. YJ1O1 REQUIRED REFURBISHMENT AND SPARES HARDWARE


'In addition, it is anticipated that the controls and accessories, rear-frame, 
front-frame, and combustors, will require repair and rework during the refurbish­
ment effort. Instrumentation required for flight testing will be installed at this time. 
At least one complete set of assembly tools and handling equipment is assumed 
to still be available at the start of the refurbishment effort. As the current YJ10! 
program is expected to end in 1981, instructions to store the tooling at that time are 
advised. 
Static Loading Test. At the completion of the engine refurbishment, a static 
load test of one engine/nozzle will be performed to verify the structural integrity of 
the engine casing and mount arrangement with the increased span between mounts that 
results from relocating the rear mount aft to react the thrust vector loads as described 
in Section 1.2. The static loads will be applied at the center of gravity of major com­
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ponents to simulate the "g" loads during flight maneuvering. At the same time, nor­
mal loads will be applied to simulate thrust vectoring. In addition to the measurement 
of deflections in the engine casing, the engine will be rotated at low speed to demon­
strate rub free engine operation under a simulated 10 "g" static loading with vectored 
thrust.


Engine/Nozzle Ground Checkout Test. All three engine/exhaust nozzle sets will 
complete a 5-10 hour preflight test before being delivered to NASA. These tests will 
be run at the G.E. Edwards Flight Test Center to demonstrate the following items: 
* 	 The structural integrity of the engine/nozzle during dry and augmented 
operation. 
* 	 The integration and operation of the exhaust nozzle actuator system and 
controls. 
* The effectiveness of the nozzle cooling system. 
Upon the successful completion of the preflight tests, the engine/nozzle sets will 
be given a comprehensive visual inspection. 
Delivery of Hardware. Following ground checkout, the three engine/nozzle 
hardware sets will be shipped intact to NASA Lewis for altitude chamber testing. Each 
engine/nozzle assembly will remain intact for the remainder of the program unless 
the 	 need for major repairs or overhaul arises. This will minimize changes in 
operating characteristics, thereby providing flight test data of greateraccuracy than 
would be attainable if engines and nozzles were interchanged. 
NASA/LeRC Calibration Test. NASA Lewis will conduct calibration tests of 
each engine/nozzle assembly in an altitude test chamber. Thrust, inlet weight flow, 
fuel flow, ambient pressure, and engine/nozzle internal temperatures and pressures 
will all be measured over a wide range of engine operating conditions in the test cham­
ber. During this test the effects of afterburner fuel distribution on surface tempera­
tures will also be evaluated. General Electric will provide engineering support for the 
calibration program to assist NASA with test planning, pretest predictions, on-site test 
coverage to monitor performance and integrity of engine and nozzle hardware, and 
data analysis to generate the required calibration curves. The test results will be 
used to update the YJ1O1 flight thrust calculation computer program to determine the ' 
ihflight engine thrust based on the measured parameters. It will also adjust the 
thrust and fuel flow to a reference (Std) day condition. Fifteen to twenty hours total 
testing is estimated for each engine nozzle assembly. 
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Prior to the engine/ADEN calibration tests, instrumentation checkout runs are 
recommended where the engine is run with a reference (conic) nozzle to provide veri­
fication that the instrumentation, data acquisition, and data reduction systems are work­
ing properly, and to provide an evaluation of the accuracy of thrust and flow measure­
ments. An existing conic nozzle from previous ADEN test programs should be available 
for the checkout runs. 
Utilization of the three-component thrust measurement stand used for previous 
YJ1O1/ADEN testing is planned, with modifications required to adapt the stand to the 
NASA Lewis facility before the scheduled test period. 
Following the NASA Lewis calibration tests, the YJ1o1/ADEN assemblies will 
be ready for installation and checkout in the modified YF-17. At this point, G. E. and 
Northrop efforts will combine in a joint support program, reviewed in later sections. 
In sections immediately following, the Northrop program leading up to the joint support 
phase will be reviewed. 
4. 2 Northrop YF-17 Airframe Modification Program 
Airframe Detail Design. As shown in the milestone chart of Figure 85, Northrop 
is planning a ten month period to optimize and finalize the detailed designs for the 
canard, forward fuselage modifications, shortened LEX, modified aft fuselage, modi­
fied control system, and placement of flight test equipment and ballast. A prime con­
sideration in the detailed design will be emphasis on low cost. Every effort will be 
made to utilize off-the-shelf and government furnished equipment wherever possible. 
The detailed designs will also be oriented toward ease of restoration of the aircraft 
to its original configuration after the YF-17/ADEN flight test program. The final pro­
duct of the detail design effort will be manufacturing drawings suitable for fabrication 
and procurement of hardware. 
Development Testing. As an initial part of the airframe detail design, the canard 
design will be refined and evaluated to thoroughly define the YF-17/canard flowfield 
characteristics and consequent altered aerodynamic performance. Using an existing 
8% model of the YF-17 modified to incorporate the canards, a low speed test will be 
performed in the Northrop 7 x 10 ft tunnel to refine the canard planform and to obtain 
inlet flowfield characteristics with the canard/short LEX configuration. The finalized 
configuration will then be tested in a large scale government facility (tentatively AEDC) 
to obtain the transonic/supersonic performance characteristics. 
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FIGURE 85. NORTHROP YF-17 AIRFRAME MODIFICATION PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
The canard design will also be tested for structural integrity. A static test will 
be run on the full-sized canard to 110% of the design critical loading condition. Wind 
tunnel flutter tests will be run on two 0. 125 scale half-span models of the canard to 
determine the subsonic and transonic flutter characteristics. 
Testing is tentatively scheduled for August 1979 in the NASA Ames 9 x 7 tunnel 
to extend the aft end aerodynamic data base developed in the NASA Langley 16 ft. 
tunnel further into the supersonic regime. Results of the Langley and Ames testing 
will provide a thorough description of the aerodynamic performance characteristics of 
the F-i8/ADEN integration. Given the similarity of the F-17 and F-18 configurations, 
plus the extensive storehouse of aerodynamic data available on the YF-17 aircraft with 
axisymmetric nozzles, it is felt that sufficient information is available to predict 
the YF-17/ADEN aft end aerodynamic characteristics without incurring the cost of 
additional testing on a completely representative configuration. 
YF-17 Control System Detail Design and Testing. As part of the Northrop detail 
design effort, the modified control laws will be finalized, and software required to im­
plement the revised control system will be identified through use of the Northrop soft­
ware development facility. The finalized system will be built upon the Northrop Ad­
vanced Flight Controls Test Stand to fully establish the hardware requirements and to 
verify control system safety and performance. Further flight simulator studies will 
be performed to expand the preliminary simulator investigations of Section 2.3 in order 
to determine how the expanded control system capability might be best utilized during 
the flight test phase. 
YF-17 ADEN Performance Prediction Methodology. The final aerodynamic 
performance predictions for the YF-17/ADEN will be used in conjunction with the modi­
fied G. E. YJ1O1 engine cycle deck to assess overall aircraft performance during the 
flight test phase. In order to do this, a drag bookkeeping system will be defined to 
insure that Langley and Ames results defining the YF-17/ADEN throttle-dependent 
afterbody drag are properly integrated with baseline throttle-independent drag levels 
determined on the canard-modified 8% aerodynamic force model with sting-distorted 
aft end. When the bookkeeping methodology has been established, predicted YF-17/ 
ADEN aerodynamic and engine cycle performance will be generated for the entire flight 
test envelope. 
Hardware Development. After the 10 month design period, Northrop efforts will 
concentrate on modification of the YF-17 to accept the YJ1Oi/ADEN. The aircraft 
will be bailed by the Navy to NASA and shipped to Northrop's Hawthorne facilities where 
a 13 month period is planned for hardware fabrication and airframe modification. 
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One shipset of modified hardware will be procured. The overall airframe and 
canard hardware requirements have been discussed thoroughly in the configuration 
design sections 1.4 and- 1. 5; -the reader is referred to these sections for the specifics 
of these requirements. Efforts will be made to employ existing tooling and fixtures 
wherever possible in the fabrication process. Soft tooling will be employed to fabri­
cate new hardware that does not lend itself to existing tooling. 
Following modification the aircraft will be trucked to Edwards AFB for inte­
gration of the YJ101/ADEN and joint G. E. /Northrop checkout of the YF-17/ADEN 
system over a 4 month period. 
4.3 G. E. /Northrop Hardware Integration and Preflight Checkout 
As shown in the summary milestone chart of Figure 82, the calibrated G. E. 
YJ101/ADEN assemblies and the modified YF-17 airframe will be available at 
Edwards for the 4 month integration and checkout phase 23 months after program 
go-ahead. Under NASA direction, G.E. and Northrop engineering personnel will 
coordinate the installation of the YJ101/ADENs into the YF-17 to insure proper 
interfacing of the systems. Following installation, ground tests will be performed 
to verify that all systems are functioning satisfactorily as expected. A tie-down 
thrust calibration test.will be performed at Edwards AFB to verify the predicted 
static thrust characteristics of the YJ101/ADEN as installed in the YF-17. 
The flight control system will be subjected to limit cycle and ground resonance 
tests. A weight and balance test will also be performed on the assembled aircraft 
system. When the YF-17/ADEN has been judged to be performing satisfactorily 
according to ground checkout testing, the aircraft will be turned over to NASA Dryden 
for the flight test phase. 
4.4 NASA DFRC/Northrop/G. E. Flight Test Phase 
Program Support. As noted previously, YF-17/ADEN flight testing is tentatively 
scheduled for one hour per week over a 12 month period. During this phase of the pro­
gram, NASA Dryden will be responsible for flight test planning and prodedure as well 
as on-site maintenance of the flight test aircraft. 
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G.E. will provide an engine/nozzle system flight test engineer for on-site 
coverage throughout the test program. In addition, aeromechanical and controls en­
gineers completely familiar with the YF-17/ADEN program will be on-call to provide 
a total of up to 15 man months effort. The on-call manpower will be utilized as 
needed to support the flight test engineer with data analysis, exhaust system 
inspections, troubleshooting, and anticipation of potential problems with controls, 
engine, and nozzle performance/operations. 
Northrop will provide full-time/on-site support in the person of a nozzle/ 
afterbody engineer well-versed in the YF-17/ADEN program, and will have qualified 
engineering personnel familiar with the YF-17/ADEN modified structure, controls 
system, and aircraft aerodynamics on-call to provide troubleshooting and support 
as required for a projected total of 24 man-months. 
Engine Nozzle Inspection & Maintenance. Periodic inspection of the augmentor/ 
nozzle will be conducted by G. E. personnel at NASA Dryden to insure the structural 
integrity of the hardware throughout the flight test program. These inspections will 
be made after the first and second flights, at the end of the first, second, and third 
months of operation, and every three months thereafter for a total of seven inspections. 
The inspection will require a partial disassembly of the exhaust system and will in­
clude a visual inspection of all hardware, including the actuation system, engine 
mounts, cooling linear slots, nozzle flaps, and VEER. Radiographic or dye pene­
trant inspection will be recommended for all hardware showing unusual changes or 
distressed areas that could affect the performance or structural integrity of the 
nozzle. Damaged or defective parts will be either repaired or replaced. 
In addition to the periodic inspections, selective maintenance of the nozzle will 
be scheduled to include the lubrication of all nozzle bearings and sliding components 
as required. 
Engine maintenance procedures ordinarily require a periodic evaluation (P. E.) 
for overhaul of each engine after 50 hours of operation; however, the program 
presented here is structured so that careful scheduling of ground checkout and flight 
time on the three engines will fulfill the 50 hours of flight time required for the 
program while avoiding the need for a P. E. on any of the engines. This allows a 
significant reduction in estimated cost for the G.E. portion of the overall program. 
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YF-17 Extended Flight Test Life - The YF-17 originally performed as the 
Northrop prototype flight test aircraft for the lightweight fighter competition. As such, 
it was. designed for a-normal -2000 hour life and initially cleared for 300 hours of flight 
testing. At the completion of the lightweight fighter competitibn, the aircraft had ex­
ceeded 300 hours of flight time. A complete safety evaluation of the aircraft was per­
formed by Northrop at that point under the direction of the Navy, whereupon it was 
recommended that the allowable life be extended to 600 hours. The Navy granted the 
extension, subject to review in 100 hour increments. The aircraft has currently been 
cleared to 400 hours, and based on that evaluation, no problems are anticipated in the 
eventual fulfillment of the 50 hour YF-17/ADEN program. 
4.5 Program Cost 
The overall program described above will be funded as separate contracts to G.E. and 
Northrop. The engine refurbishment will be funded as a separate NASA program and 
as such will not be directly chargeable to the YF-17/ADEN program. Cost estimates 
are provided here for reference, however. All costs quoted are in 1978 dollars. 
Table 8 shows the estimated cost breakdown for the G. E. program represented 
in Figure 83 for design, development, fabrication, and verification testing of the 
YJ10l/ADEN engine/nozzle system as well as flight test support. The cost of im­
plementing the thrust reverser concept is not included in these figures. 
TABLE 8. 	 COST OF YJ101/ADEN MODIFICATION AND GENERAL ELECTRIC 
SUPPORT OF FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM (1978 DOLLARS) 
DETAIL DESIGN $ 514,000 
HARDWARE FABRICATION, INSTRUMENTATION, ASSEMBLY (THREE) 2,696,000 
CONTROL & ACTUATION HARDWARE 286,000 
VERIFICATION TESTING 310,000 
FUEL 32,000 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT & REPORTS 324,000 
PREFLIGHT TEST SUPPORT 224,000 
FLIGHT TEST SUPPORT 279,000 
TOTAL 	 $4,665,000 
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Table 9 shows the estimated cost breakdown for the Northrop program repre­
sented in Figure 85 for the design, development, modification and fabrication required 
to alter the YF-17 aircraft, as well as flight test support. Breakdowns are presented 
for the configuration with and without canard. If restoration of the YF-17 to its orig­
inal state is deemed necessary at the end of the YF-17/ADEN flight test program, an 
additional cost of $551,000 would be incurred for the canard configuration. $53, 000 
would be required to restore the aircraft without canard. 
TABLE 9. COST OF YF-17 AIRFRAME MODIFICATION AND NORTHROP


SUPPORT OF FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM (1978 DOLLARS)


WITH CANARD WITHOUT CANARD 
CANARD DES., FAB., INSTL., & FWD FUS. MOD. 2,140,000 -
CONTROL SYSTEM-MODIFICATION 1,897,000 1,306,000 
AFT FUSELAGE MOD. 1,701,000 1,701,000 
TRANSPORTATION 97,000 97,000 
FACILITIES 34,000 34,000 
FLIGHT TEST SUPPORT 146,000 146,000 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND REPORTS 310,000 310,000 
TOTAL 6,325,000 3,594,000 
Summing the totals of Tables 8 and 9, the total.cost directly chargeable to the 
YF-17/ADEN 2-D nozzle flight demonstration program is therefore projected to be 
11. 0 million dollars for the YF-17/ADEN with canard, and 8.3 million dollars if the 
canard is not included as part of the design. 
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The cost of the engine refurbishment program presented in Figure 79 is shown 
in Table 10. 
TABLE 10. COSTOF 	 G.E. YJ101 ENGINE REFURBISHMENT 
(1978 DOLLARS) 
ENGINEERING $ 190,000 
HARDWARE 2,502,000 
TOOLS 516,000 
INSTRUMENTATION 122,000 
TEARDOWN, INSPECTION, REPAIR, ASSEMBLY, CHECKOUT 1,608,000 
TOTAL $4,938,000 
Adding the cost of the separately funded engine refurbishment program, the total 
cost to accomplish the YF-17/ADEN program is estimated at 16. 2 million dollars with 
canard, and 14. 0 million dollars without canard. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions can be derived as a result of this study: 
* 	 Modification of the YF-17 to incorporate ADEN nozzles and canards has been 
established as a timely, low risk effort, due in particular to the advanced state 
of development of the ADEN nozzle for the YJ101 engine, and considerable 
preliminary development work which shows the required changes to the aircraft 
structure and control system to be straightforward in nature. The time to 
accomplish the required modifications is estimated to be 27 months from go­
ahead, followed by a 12 month flight research program. 
* 	 The cost to accomplish the modification and perform a flight research program 
on the YF-17/ADEN/canard configuration, including refurbishment of three 
YJ101 engines, is estimated to be 15. 9 million dollars. This price is signifi­
cantly lower than estimates advanced for other 2-D technology manned flight 
demonstrators. 
" 	 The integration of the ADEN nozzle design into the .YF-17 aircraft produces 
negligible thrust-minus-drag improvements over the already low drag dual 
axisymmetric design. The minor thrust-minus-drag differences are not suffi­
cient to offset the weight penalty of the ADEN nozzles, and as a result aircraft 
performance, in terms of cruise range, acceleration, and climb performance, 
is reduced. 
* 	 Analysis has established that the incorporation of the ADEN thrust vectoring 
capability into the YF-17 with deflecting canards available will produce some 
modest returns in terms of direct lift generation, aircraft pointing capability, 
and takeoff/landing ground roll reduction. A noteworthy increase in pitch control 
at low dynamic pressure is also available. It should be recognized that the capa­
bility offered with the ADEN and canard has been defined through analysis of 
several preconceived modes of aircraft operation and quantified according to 
classical energy maneuverability parameters; it may eventually be discovered 
that these new sources of lift production and attitude control may find their best 
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application in as-yet-unconceived maneuvers and tactics, unavailable to conven­
tional fighters, that will be discovered 6nly through manned flight investigation 
on the modified. YF-17. 
* 	 With the incorporation of a thrust reverser, the versatility of the aircraft during 
combat maneuvering will be further enhanced, and the capability will exist for 
significantly reducing the landing roll distance. 
* 	 Conclusions regarding IR and RCS characteristics are presented in Volume IUof 
this report; for convenience it will be briefly stated here that the ADEN nozzle 
integration should offer improved aircraft survivability against both IR and RCS 
threats through a combination of signature reduction and aircraft maneuverability. 
The IR analysis indicates that the total hot plume radiation is reduced, that the 
signature is greatly reduced in most of the upper hemisphere, and that the lower 
hemisphere signature can be maintained equal to conventional axisymmetric 
nozzles with adequate cooling. 
A number of recommendations can be made with regard to follow-on effort in 
this program: 
" It is recommended that the YF-17/ADEN modification program be pursued. The 
program offers an excelent and economical opportunity to gain experience in the 
practical aspects of implementing 2-D nozzle technology, and will provide a 
unique manned flight research vehicle for the investigation and evaluation of 
expanded maneuver capability, improvements in takeoff and Landing performance, 
and IR/RCS signature reductions available through the proposed modifications. 
" In settling on a final configuration, the canard-configured aircraft, although more 
expensive, is recommended as the preferable design in that thrust vectoring 
STOL benefits and in-flight thrust vectoring air combat tactics could be quantified 
at a relatively small increase in program cost 
* 	 Incorporation of a thrust reverser into the ADEN design is also recommended 
for the additional contribution it provides to combat maneuverability and land­
ing performance. In-flight reversing has long been a candidate for flight research. 
* 	 During the development testing planned for the follow-on phase, attention should 
be directed toward expansion of the canard-configured YF-17 aerodynamic data 
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base such that the canard design can be better integrated into the existing YF-17 
configuration. 
* 	 An area that appears to offer considerable potential for development of innovative 
concepts is the design and application of the aircraft control system for expanded 
maneuver capability. Results of this study have indicated a number of subjects 
that should be considered for follow-on investigation; i. e., optimization of the 
control system loops, feedbacks, and gains utilized in the thrust vectoring and 
reversing modes, wing lift cancellation to amplify pointing capability, and 
potential untrimmed transient aircraft maneuvers, to name several. 
* 	 Pending go-ahead for the follow-on phase defined in Section 4, it is felt that some 
near-term activity would be advisable to sustain investigative momentum in areas 
related to this program. In this way, a valuable lead-in is provided to the pro­
gram of Section 4 while further strengthening the technical foundations upon which 
the proposed modification plan will rest. Several subjects suggest themselves 
for immediate follow-on investigation: 
* 	 Expansion of the canard aerodynamic data base to optimize the canard 
approach on the YF-17/ADEN. 
* 	 Further development and quantification of maneuver capability available 
with thrust vectoring and canards; one-on-one simulation to determine 
how it can be applied to combat tactics. 
* 	 Optimization of the modified pitch control system. 
* 	 Preliminary design of the block-and-turn thrust reverser concept; 
identification of the aerodynamic effects of ADEN thrust reversing 
through testing on the 0: 10 scale F-18 model. 
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APPENDIX A 
METHOD FOR MODIFYING YF-17 PITCH CAS FOR ADEN AND CANARD 
The objective of this analysis was to design control modes that would exercise 
the potential degrees of freedom available with the addition of the Aden nozzle and 
canard control to the YF-17. Lift without rotation and rotation without lifting were the 
major degrees of freedom to be investigated. In addition, a drag mode and an "identical 
YF-17 mode" were to be designed. The desire was to have a feasibility demonstration 
rather than a full.aircraft design. 
Aerodynamics. Two flight conditions were analyzed. Linearized aero data at 
M = 0. D, H = 4572 M (15,000 ft.) and M = 1.2, H = 9140 MV(30, 000 ft.) were utilized 
The equations were put into the state variable form: 
A = AX+BU 
where for M = 0.9 H = 15,000 ft. 
A = [-0. 1420E-01 0.4990E-01 -0. 3414E+00 -0. 5618E+00" 
-0. 8520E-01 0.2373E+01 0.1638E+02 -0. 1770E-01 
-0.2280E-01 0. 1014E+01 -0. 1871E+01 0.8000E-03 [ 0.0 0.0 0. 1000E+01 0.0 
B = 1207E+00 -0.1512E+00 0.0


S-0 -0. 7233E+00
5789E+01 0.0
 
-0. 3796E+02 -0.5702+01 0.1754E+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
For M = 1.2 H = 30,000 ft. 
A = [-0.1850D-01 -0. 2630D-01 -0. 2153D+00 -0. 5619D+00 
-0. -0. 1463D+01 -0. 2087D+021640D-01 -0.5900D-02 
-0. 1930D-01 -0. 1149D+01 -0. 1755D+01 0.3000-03 
0.0 0.0 0. 1000D+01 0.0 
- B 133PAGEb q/NsTfJMN[ 8 
B = 0.5000D-01 -0. 8931D-01 0.0


-0.4850D+01 -0.5895D+00 0.0


-0.3380D+02 -0. 3997+01 0. 1650D+02


0.0 0.0 0.0 
The state and control variables are: 
e] TT [uw, 
Control Modes. Five modes of flight were designed for the modified aircraft. 
In the NORMAL MODE, the nozzle is not deflected. The canard is used to restore 
the normal YF-17 flying quaiities. Artificial Ma is generated by the canard to com­
pensate for that lost by adding the canard. 
In the LIFT MODE, the nozzle, elevator, and canard are deflected to generate 
lift without rotating the aircraft. 
In the POINTING MODE, the nozzle, elevator and canard are deflected to rotate 
the aircraft without changing the lift. 
- In the DRAG MODE, the nozzle, elevator and canard are deflected to increase 
the drag without rotating or changing the lift of the aircraft. 
In the COMBINED MODE, a linear combination of the LIFT MODE and the 
POINTING MODE is commanded. Its purpose is to fly the airplane so that the LIFT, 
POINTING, and DRAG MODES can be perturbation modes. 
Figures 22-24, Section 2, diagram the revised aircraft-control system. 
Actuator Dynamics. The canard actuator dynamics were selected to be equal to 
the horizontal dynamics. The dynamics is approximated by a first order system30.3 30.330.3 VEER dynamics of 30.3 was selected. Slower VEER dynamics would 
S+30.3' S±30.2 
cause minor degradation in decoupling control. 
Axis Decoupling Methods. Falb and Wolovich (Reference ) have given the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for decoupling a multivariate system. The linear­
ized plant represented by the equations 
x = Ax+Bu 
y Cx 
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can 	 be decoupled if and only if the matrix B* is nonsingular: 
=*	C 1 A BiE 
C 2 Ad2 
Cm A "mB 
where: x n vector called the state 
u m vector called the control (or input) 
y = n vector called the output 
A = n x n matrix 
B = n x m matrix 
C = m x n matrix 
The integers d1, ...dm are defined by 
di =min Ij= 1, ""-n-I such that CAJB 0 
th th ord. = n-if C.AUB = 0 for all j, where C. is the i row ofC andA j is the j power, 
of the matrix A. 
A fundamental result is thatxthe system can be decoupled by a pair of matrices 
F* and G* whenever 
B* 4C, 
 Adi B 
2 	 2 BC A dm B


Lm 
is nonsingular. Furthermore, the decoupling pair F* and G* c n be taken to be 
F*= -B*-1 B* 
B*-G* = 
Adl A* =C 1 +1 
C AdM +1 
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The Matrix Block diagram of the decoupled system becomes: 
DECOUPLING PROCEDURE 
The decoupling procedure was accomplished as follows: 
1. 	 The aircraft description was converted into state variable form with U, W, 
6 and 8 being the state variables. 
2. 	 The coordinates were rotated so that the new state variables were U, Vy, 
6 and 8. 
3. 	 The elevator and nozzle were slaved together to act as one control and the 
canard was separate. The outputs to be decoupled were defined to be Vy 
and e. 
4. 	 The decoupling program was run and the actuators were added and the 
feedback and input matrices were added to the system. 
5. 	 Dynamics were added to the lift and rotation modes by adding feedback from 
the mode outputs to the mode inputs. 
6. All the feedbacks were reduced to their lowest form.


The resulting control laws are as follows:


M = 0.9 H = 4572M (15K) 
Feedback 
65 +0.0788 w - 0.1358 - 6.570 
= 3.0 
= 	 +0.196 w 0.7828 - 22.4505 -
Feed Fwd 
=015f::I 	 oo7 Le


6p 	 = 3.0 6e 136 
M 	 = 1.2 H =9140M (30K) 
Feedback 
5 = 0.232w + 0.25156 - 8. 7030 
p= 3.06 e 
6= 0.7138w+5.016- 25. 350 
Feed Fwd 
* 	 0.1511 
[] [0.4191 
6p 

6 1 
0.060611 
= 
3.0 ee 

'[SC1 
[&Rot 1 
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APPENDIX B 
LAYOUT DRAWINGS 
Contained herein are layout drawings for the following revisions to the YF- 17

structure:

Page No.

Wing Root Fairing (Revised LEX).................. 141

Canard....... ............................ 145

Forward Fuselage Structural Revisions .............. 147

Aft Fuselage Structural Revisions .................. 149

Ballast Installation ...... ...................... 151
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